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TRANSAC1"IONS (CIDIP) 1 
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INTRODUCTION 
Tllis article presents the conclusions of our Course on International Law, in August, 
2000, in the OA.S (Organization of American Sttltes) about "Consumer protection: private 
and regional law aspects" .3 Our study centers on the need and opportunity in the region for 
a new Inter-i\merican Convention on Private International Law (CIDIP) for the protection 
of the consumer in consumer contracts.~ The importance of the subject is highlighted, 
especiaJJy by the growing electronic commerce. As national Private International Law ml.es are 
outdated, a regional solution may be an easier and more effective path to cope with today's 
global era, as the European example has shown. 5 
Published m ThrerryBou~:go1gnie (Org). Regi!tds croisfs sur les e11jeux cont.empomm~ du dro1i dl' b conso1mnation (Yvon 
Blms, Quebec, Cnn:HIH, 2006), p 145-190 Tim article Wli.S triUJ.S)Rled ll.nd fwm the originlll, entitled .-'/1 
, published in F:L"irtatlr! Tnbunau(Sti.o Paulo), vol 788, F!llho de 2001, ano 90, 
p. 11-5( by Diego Fntga Lerner, ],ucas Lixinski, Jvhgnel t\ugust.in Krclmg: (CFRGS) 3nd Felipe Ballve ./:Jice (UT-;\t!Ot:n/ 
UFRGS) The author th~nb Dr. Jeanlvfichci-Arriglli, 01\S juridical Director, \'IAtshington for tlw lliV\l:ltwn to the Course m 
2000 and Prof. Dr. "l11ierry Bourgoignw for the equally honorable inv!l:ation to speak at UQlllill•l, J\fontreal, Cruudll 
Full Proft'Ssor, Private Intewat.10n~l Law, Law School of rhe Federal University of Rio Grll.nde do Sul, Porto i\legre, BtilZll 
Dcdor nms idriuJ-qt!e (lJ!llV<?fSJ!Y of Heidelberg, Germany), Master of Laws (Un1verS!ly ofTUbn1gen, Genmu1y), Spenalist 111 
Europea..n lnr0gmtron (Europa-Inohlul, Univasity of S<J.JJ.rbruc:ken, Gemwny), Fonner President of Bmz!lmnJumw(Sli.o P,utlo) 
Bonrd of rlw lniffnatwnai An.oc/Mtoll o_f C.&nsumer Lw· (Brussds) 
The f·ull text of the Coursr was pubhshed by OAS, m Washington, see LD.!h MARQUES Cl~uch:<, A prole~iio do consumidor 
aspectos de dire11.0 pnvado region<1l egeml,i11 );XJ/lJ Curso rlel.!erecho ]n(ernaretonai-OE£1/ CIJ, Ed. Secret:uh General- SubsecrelKria 
di'" Amntos juci&cos, W~tsl-ll.ngton, 2001, p. 657 -780, ;md also in {?) Dl'r"c~iJolmr;·na"ona/Pmado e.~ }a, Ami!icm (1974-2000). Cunw de 
T)f"i'ttb Inkrt:a«Oiitd · w/ I 0Dm1e 1), Editor Secretari:l Grneral-Subsecrelarill deil.stul.tos Juridicos, Waslungton, 2002, p. 1503--1622 
\XIewill accepr the definition of conslUlJ.er contract~ wh1chincluded m Arnde 5 of the ECC Convention of Rome 1980 "/i.rtide 
Ccrt::un consumer con trllcts 1 '[h, F;,p,!"ii''b '' '"''"'"h'"S'~'o/'i'''"''hw.;rpj,,i,,,J,,, '''''""' ,~,,r "''"'''""'"'I /:: ~·~~;;,;1:~;:,';,;:•:;"''ki m·lml)€ ,,,;,,J,h, kwi•w,c"!fiWM, ora CONtmdf,-"the p7mlst(ll/ r:/ r"frliijflrthat ob;ert." 
~ End a/ MtiJmmul?l (Th,,Inj0'7JirJTjoJJ Age: F::",·{)nVr0J S.7Clt!}' awl r.4/tm-r, volun1e III), Blnckwell P, Oxford, 1998, 
p 1 t})/S !o mdeerl rl ttl?le oj,·hangt .. a tr.,hnoiogw;! r~w!uhun, ,Mfmod aromid mfwnuiTI!)J!, has fnlf!ifr,nneri the ""C:Y iJ"e !hmk, we produ;·e, ;re 
COIW<!li~. !!~ tntd~. ""manage, JJ~ 'Wil!llll!1imlt, 11"1': iue, JJ~ dte, 111; 111ake 1mr; and J;•e mab lo~-e ./'1 rfyiia!?lU"g/oba! eco!1a!!!)" /Jr2r baH conmi',rfed 
.<tm;.md the p!cmd; izn)ci;Jg up ail "''""" n-orld, iiib,}: J"JJ·tkbm~~ df,'M"I•e ,,,;nwil '"''''''lid ,,mi;h . 
. , See also PORTO Ronalda, Globnlinc;:ao e 
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Not long ago consumer protection was a matter of domestic law. Indeed, most of 
the consumer activity was restricted to the territory of one single cmmtry without any element 
of internationality. 6 Nowadays, this reality is different, and due to the opening of markets to 
foreign products and services, growing economic integration, regionaliza1ion of trade, 
increased transport facilities, mass tourism, growth in tclccommunicatjous, computers' 
network connect.ions, banking' and electronic commerce, one has to admit that consumer 
transactions go beyond national borders.8 1\ctually, foreign goods are available in the 
supermarkets of all countries of America, and services are offered by suppliers located 
abroad in telcmatketing, through television, radio, internet, mass-like publicity in the daily 
life of most citi?:ens of our locaJ mctropolisY 
Usually "consumer" means an individual who obtains, through a transaction, 
products or services which are used primarily for personal, family, or household purposes; it 
also desig11ates d1e legal representative of such an individual. :o The consumer is a non-
professional natural person, who acts, contracts or negotiates in the consumer market about 
the supply of goods and services for a purpose which can be regarded as being outside his 
trade or profession. 
It is no longer necessary ro travel or to be an artive consumer or a tourist, to be a 
consumer who contracts internationally or with suppliers from other countti.es. 11 Production 
and manufacturing practices themselves today are international, and i.ntcmational consumer 
contracts and tourism have become mass-like.;/_ The international passit)e consumer and the 
adit.ie conJume-r phenomenon have come already to our day-to-day lives. To behave as an 
international consumer is typical of our post-modern eraY In Latin J\mcrica foreign services 
'!C!N HOFFMAN, Bernd, Ober den Sclmtz des Scll\viidwren bei intern(!bonalen Schuldvertragen, F<abelsZ 38 (197 4), p. 40'1, 
explains th~t in exceptJonal cases rt could be inserted a public policy rule cmlid be imerled to protect the "weaker'' party Ul 
contmct:s or in cases involvmg intern:tlion~l tourism or torts 
Sec LIMA :tvLA.RQlJES Claudw, Banking in t:he infotTn~hon society: a Brrt7Alian viswn, in CmNmJer LM' in rhe Ir:_fopnatwn Sode!f:-
WtLHEJ:.MSsoNTh.el~l. (eds), Kh1wer Intemtttion~tl, Tbe Hagll(\ 200'1, p. 247-262 
I-IARG/iiN, Daniel and MII-IALI, Gabrwl, Crc,daaOn de Bte1res en ei Mermmr;]Ulio C&sn Fair a Ed, Montevid&u, 1998, p 501 
So agree BEN]/UdiN, Anl6nw Herman de V, Consumer Proteci:ion 111 Less.D<:veloped Countries: The LMin iunerican 
Expenence, in Rl\MSAY, Iaian (Ed), c:o,,,m;er Law m the C'hbai Economy, Asgate, Brookfteld, USA, 1996, p 50 and REICH 
Norbert, Consm1terism ~nd citizensh1p m the Information Socwty-TI1e case of clecll'OfJJc contrncting, in \X.'ILHBLSSON 
Thom~s (Ed.), C(msumffLmrttJ iheLifon!la,7r,n SocHfj', KltJWer, Law International, ThsHague/LonOon/Boston, 2001, p. 163ff. 
See LIMA :V1ARQUES, Claudw (Org.), E.dudos sobna p-miepto JJ(; 13md e no Mmwul, Editotll Ltvmri(!dos Advogados, Porto Aleg1:c, 
199~ ~.nd El C6digo brnsileilo de de fen sa del comUJT>.idory el Merco~ur, in GHERSI, Cados Alberto (Dir.), Merrosltr-Pmpedn~as 
des dee/ De,7ct-'bo Pnmdo, Ed. Univ~rsidad, Buenos Aires, 1996, P- 199·226 
Iu tlw US_: Electronic Signatures in Global and Natwnal Commerce Actjnne 8, 2000- Section. 106 
TI1e distinchon betwern active comunwr (who moves from one cotmtry to rmother) and passtve consttmer (who receives the 
infonnahon orofferm his country~nd rem.:llns there) islargelyused m Genm.ny and will be followed here. St:'e.JAYJV!E Erik 
and KOHLER Christian, EHmfHJIJt·hes Koi!!Sion.crrd~ 1999 .. Die Abendstunde der St;tatsvertriige, in IPRAX 1999, P- 404 
12 In tlus sense BENJAMIN },ntonio Herman de V, 0 tansporle ~Creo eo C6digo de Defcsado consumidor, F{mcfrJ.AjUPJS-
Edzpio E,:oma.\ n1ar 1998, v. II, p 499ff 
This post-modem analysis is n tribute to out PhD advisor, Prof Dr. Dr h.c Erik Jaynw, from Heidelberg Univen;ity; who inlus 
brill!:mt Hague Coun;e launched tl1e rheory of l:hc legal reflexes of Etik, ldentit,; culturelle et 
mt.?gml:lon: Le droitint~mfttwnlli prive. postmodeme,in Hay, 1995, II, 
P- 33 ff. J<er<cunder cited a~ Jayrne, Couro) 
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and products even represent statNs, and are very symbolic in current consumer culture14. 
Traveling or being an active-consumer on the international scene is part of the post-modern 
search of ple<1sures, individual leisure and the accomplishment of dreams and imaginary· 
thoughts, it is a social distinction ever more important.15 
In fact, consumer law has an intemational endowment, 16 and in no other private law 
sector foreign and supranational models and inspirations have been so present Consumer 
protection has become intemational: consumers and consumer interests should not be 
harmed, be it on the aspects of safety, quality, warranty or redress, only because they acquire 
a product or use a serv1ce coming from another cmmtry or supplied by a company established 
abroad17; the tourist consumer, traveler or the one who acquires products or uses services in 
a foreign country must have the possibility to count on a minimal protection of his interests, 
as well as the one who, watching publicity from a manufacturer placed abroad, decides to 
enter into a distance contract or to conclude a contract through electronic means. 
There has been after all a substantive change in the consumer market structure,18 as 
globalization reaches private consumer transactions as wcll,; 9 brinbnnginto light new market 
failures 20 and the limits of the idea of consumer "sovereignty" in the current market. On 
the international market, the consumer position is even more vulnerable and unbalance in 
transactions even more obvious 22, calling for an urgent and effective protection ofllis interests 
and a positive intervention of state and international bodies.:<3 
The. question is whether our legal system is actually prepared to such an 
internationalization of consumer transactions. Tn our opinion, there .is a great specificity in 
international consumer transactions, which, if representative of only a small part of the global 
international trade, do have an important economic and political potential (1.). The reality in 
most i\merican countries is that national consumer protection laws rarely have private 
intemationallaw or cl1oice of law mles specific for the protection of the weaker party, such as 
victims of accidents caused by foreign defective products and services?~ tourists and constuners 
PEATI-IER...STONE ?;{ike, Cuitura de Cu,w<moe ?i,s-modCi7il.>lllo, Erl. Stud10 Nobel, Sflo Paulo, 1995,p 31 
In this sense FEATHERSTONE. SD c1~, p. 31 
See BOCRGOIGNTE 'I11wn:y, Eiimentipour·u,e thiane du dmil de Ia roJJ.'Oitll'itltWII, CDC>Story ScwnCHt, Bruxd:\S. 1988, p. 215ff 
LI);fA MARQCES Oaudia, Regulamento Comumde Drfesa do Consnmidor do lviercosul Primeims observac;Oes sobrr o 
Mercosul como legis lad or da pwteyiio do wnsum.tdor, Rensta D,m!o do c:&namtia'w(Siio Paulo), v 23-2!1-, p. 79 ~.nd aiso, likewise 
in lVIercosur, STIGLITZ Gabriel, El deredJO del consunudor en .Argentin~ yen el Mercosur, in Dererbodel Cmmm1tdorJ3uenos 
Ai!r.s), v 6, 1995, p. 20 
/1-ccordi11gto BOTiV'!A GiiRCt.;. and RUIZ MUJ:\OZ (Coord.), Cur;o ,·obre prvlerm5njurirhca de las t'O!iSI/JiiJdorrs, Ed Cienci~s 
Junclicas,Madrid, 1999, p. 8 Otrrennder citerl as BOT'.'u'-JA) 
See GHERS1, Lq fX''''II~riermriad;utia',ca -- Una d1scHsz!m abuna. Buenos ;\u:es. Gowa_, 1995, p. 139 ff 
BOURGOIGJ\'lE thierry, opc!l.,p 64ff 
BOT ANA, ,;p.t:it., p 8 wdBOlJRGOTGNIE T11ierry,up.,,J ,p 64 
:E C."'--LAIS-ACl,OYJean,Dn:J!/de/a Cun;ammarion, 3 ed.,DWloz, Pans, 1992,p. l,considers tb:Hfl1isUJJb2lnnce bs :l.lw~ys exisred, 
only now it is qualified in such a w~y th:l.t one of the social goals of our time is to pwtect the consumer a_s this is put in~ 
structurally wca_ker position 
J\Jso BOT.'\.1'\.-'1_, op a!._. p. 8, mellt!Olls the current "degra_da_c!6n de la pOS1CJ6n del consunudor" 
Pew ,-'l_mcricnJ courltnes bavc r~tified the 1973 Ihgnr Convention on the hw applica_ble to product hab1h!y 
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receiving advertisements, sprun or aggressive marketing from across borders. Domestic or 
intemal mles of private intemation::lllaw are usually old-fashioncd25 and the only attempt for 
a rc';rision came through. the Inter-American Conventions of Private 1ntemational Law ~1ereaftcr 
CIDIPs) organized by the OAS. To date however, the CIDIPs have not imposed any favorable 
special connection factors in relation to consumer protection (2). 
1. The need for an Inter~American Convention about the law applicable to some 
consumer contracts and consumer transactions 
One GUlllot deny that tlLC protection of the weaker party26 has become a concern 
both in regional private international law, as attests the 1998 Sru1ta I\{aria Protocol of 
l\{ercosue7, and in general private international law, as illustrated by the 1980 Hague 
Convention project'8 and the Rome European Convention of 1980.29 
The question is whether domestic or national rules in the Americas arc enough to 
protect the consumer in1hese new markets without frontiers, such as NJ\FTJ\, FTA-\ and 
Mcrcosur. 3c National rules, which regulate international trade, as well as international trade 
E1.1:eptio11 m~d~- of the USA and VC!K7,ueh, see PAKH.A-1\RAL'\GlJRE,N, Gon:<alo, C,q-p; yneral de Dw~tiFJ In!en!a(!(Wa/ Pnwdo-
PF,bkmas Se!edot, Pundao6n Femando Farm ;\nmgurell, Carn<::~s, 1991, p.51 ff 
rn !l1is sense BENJAMIN .c\nt6mo Herman, El C6d1go BuJ.sileiio de Protc<::ci6n del Com1lfllidor, lfl ?oli!mJ)' DercdJ? deiCMmmo, 
VELILLA lvhrco (Director), Ed. El N :;.vegante, Bogoti, 1998, p 4 80 
See il.bout the Saut~t Mana Conventwn ou speciill <::onsmnequnsdictwn (1v!ercosur), om article ul Rei-Hl a Drmtc do CoM!It?Jtn'N: 
Siio Paulo, voL32 (1999),p. 16 
3 Sec VON ::vfEIIREN Arthur, LaJI• ,1-H'Jiwzhle ta cenam <VIISI/f!JIY saks P.t}vr( Ed 
Bnw~u Pennanent de h Confcfrcnce, Hai:1, 1982, P- 6, who expl~ms how this draft of convention tenrled lo 
Hague Convention of 1955 on tlw ~pphcable law to the llltemation~l s~.le of goods; this never came to happen, for the referred 
draft, concluded m 1980, and whtch nevrr c~me to be approved, was overconw by the R01ne Convent:ron of the EEC, signed 
m tll:u s:u:ne year with 1ts f~mous ~rt 5 on the sru11e nwtter_ It is to nole that the connecTion !ftctOJ:S prov1ded by the 1980 Hague 
ptuject'W(';re· pa,ty autonomy (.·\1.1 6, scntL"!lce 1), but th0 bw chosen by tlw parttes could not deprive tlw constl!net: from tl10 
pmtcctwn he was to be conferred by tltt' m~1ndittory provisions of tl1e cotmtry of his usunl residence (Art 6, sentence 2); the 
cond!lions rehted to the eXIStence, v~Jidrty nnd forms of consent would be governed by rlw h\v of!lw wuntry of USllal residence 
of the com1un0r at the moment of the declaration (Art. 6, ~entence 4); m case of lack of choice by tlw parties, the ~pplicabk 
hwwould be the one of the cocmtry of usual residence oftlw constu11er (Art. 7) 'u1d the pBr!JeS o.paciLy nn.d the effec!" ofthe 
contract wonld nol b~ govemed by th0 tr0a11es ~s mdependeul' m8ttcrs (Art 9) ,md 
» SeeRom("Conventwnof l980:"Art.5-- Cen'rllfl 1 
BeckVerlag,l\huwh, l998,p 116 
ln tl1is oense KRAlvlER Ludwig. 
1988, p 199 ff 
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uniform terms (the so called lex mermtoria), usually are not concerned with the protection of 
consumcrs,31 trying instead to excJude consumer contracts from their scope of apphcation. 32 
In Europe, since the 1970's, legal scholars advocate the need for private international 
law to tum to the protection of the weaker party, especially consumers,33 and to include more 
flexible ~Uld relevant new connection factors to this end. In the choice oflaw context, the so-
called "neutral" and rigid coimcction factors better fit to the relations between equals like t\vo 
manufacturers, dealers, cntetprises or busincssmen:1LThus, special private intemationallaw 
rules are necessary, at least until the harmonization of subst<mtive consumer protection rules 
is achieved3" 
The inter-American system rs clearly open to intemarional trade and regional 
integration, but it still lacks of alegaJ system that properly protects the weaker party- the 
consumers- in its open market. To remedy this situation has become urgent. 
Therefore, together with Argentinetm and Umguayan scholars/6 who have studied 
consumer protection in international sihiarions, we would like to suggest the draft of a 
specific Convention of Private Intemational Law (CIDIP) about consumer protection in 
two specific situations: (a) the tourist-consumer, specially the one who e11ters into a timeshare 
or "multi-property" (mu!tiprvpn·edad) contract, and (b) the distance contracting consumer, be 
it through traditional means or through new electronic means, such as B2C. 
lviodem European scholarly \vritings stressing upon the need for consumer protection 
in global markets37 will help us in defining the content of such a convention. 
In this sense BOT AN/I, Oju1t, p. 21, citing the priuc:iples ofCNIDROIT on the intematimwl comnw.n:i~l <:onlmcts ~nd the 
Vienn~ ConventJO!l on hllcrnaUonal Saleo of Goods of 1980 
11tede<J.reslexampleis the \ll11fonn rules oflhe CN ConveiHwn on Inlernnnona!Sale of Goods of J 980,known as lhr Vrenn~ 
Convention of1980, 11w.t in its Arlo 2(a) and 5, try to prevent the :<pphcation ofthcsc n1lernational trade rules 10 the contacts 
W1!11 outsider consumers See on this H/lRGi\11\: /MIHALI, of! m, 506 <J.nd Gil.RRO Alep1.ndro l\1.iguel rmd ZUPPI /\Jberto 
Luts, Comp·o:mmfa ltikrt!acmnal de metvaderia,~ Ed La Rocca, Buenos 1990, p 81 
Theworl;:s of ZWEIGER]~ NEUHAUS rmd LA,0;DO became famous, stJggescing firstly that Private Intcrn~tional Law should 
mdude social values, and secondly that party autonomy should be abandoned m contracts between w~Rk and strong parties, 
as consumeroJws. Prag;.natlcally, that Priv~te InternM1onal Lrt\1i should st~rt to choose as a connection factor the' domicile of. 
the weaker p~rty, sec VON HOFFl\1&'\fl\, Bernd, Dbcr d<:<n Schutz des Schichere:1 bei 111tematwnalen. Sclmldvertragen, 
Rahe!sZ 38 (1974), (396-420), p. 398 ff and KIZOPHOLLERJ~n,Das Kollis10t1Sfechtliche System des Schut:.<es der Schwicheren 
Verlmgsparlei, P.abd.Z 42 (1978), (634-661 j, p. 631 ii. 
In this sense KROPHOLLERop.t<t, ,p. 636 
In t.hJSway, qualifymgt11e Germ~nlezal system of the time as "mr&mpiekmHi mrsafffortbeJI·eakrparod. see KROPHOLLER, 
opat., p- 635 
Here must be mentioned espemtlly the studies of BOGGL"'.."t-.:0, DROMl and TONJOLLO, inArgenlina,ARRlGHland the 
young authors I-IIRG/IJN /MIHALI,in Uruguay. 
In this sense, d;e strong and critical comments by JUKKER Abbo, Von Citoyen zcun Consonum.leur- Entwicklung de, 
mlernalionnlen Verbrmrcherschutzrechts, in IPF!A.Xl998,p. 67 ff, affirming thllt the consurner is LI-te "citoyQ:l.", the political 
European cttizen of the fullJre_ JUNKERmspirrs hunself :n a smliluwork from VON WESTPI-'fALEN, Vom Gtoyenl1ber den 
Bourgeors zum Consornrnateur, ZII'1995,p. 1643, see JUNKER, p. 67 
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A. Differences between international consumer contracts and international 
commercial contracts 
First, it is important to establish the characteristics of international consumer 
transactions or contracts when compared to intemational commercial ones. 
Olwiously in international trade there may also be language barriers, information 
gaps, diverging law rules, difficulties and insecurity about delivery a11d payment, warranty 
linked problems, safety and quality defects and poor post-sale services,32 but these difficulties 
gain a special meaning when the contracting partner is a non~expert, acting outside of any 
professional activity, i.e. a consumer. 39 
In international consumer transactions there is an inherent infonnational and expertise 
unbalance benveen the co11tracting parties, as one has the vulnerable statu.r of consumer."0 
Intemational trade connects legal persons or professionals, dealers and enh·epreneurs 
domiciled in different countries, but able to understand an.d to play with the international 
business scenario. \\lith international consumer contracts this is not the reality. The consumer-
partner is attracted either through aggressive marketing (for example, mass advertising, 
telemarketing and shopping, emotional timeshare and package travel offers, etc.), by reduced 
prices (discounts, tax reduction, free shipping, etc.), or by the sense of adventure (games, 
bets, prizes). He is not aware about specific causes of vulnerability linked to transnational 
contracts, such as poor knowledge of language, possible confusion or deception in the 
offers made, the myth of imported products being of superior quality, 1.mlmown characteristics 
of new products in emerging markets, lack of legal advice or of a lcg:U department to assist 
ll1 the negotiation, expectations that the brand will have post-sale services in his own country, 
etc. The consumer actually trusts in a non-existing legal protection. Far from this reality, 
international trade rules and private ll1temationallaw (choice of law) rules ll1. general are built 
on the assumprion of professionalism and expertise of both partners involved";. 
},nother specificity of intemational consumer contracts is their lack of"continuity". 
Commercial contncts are characterized by repetition and d1e goal of intemational ttade is to 
open new markets in long-lasting trade relations. International consumer contracts, on the 
other hand, are usually transactions for one single exchange; they do not last long, neither 
benefit from the international financial system or transfer of technology.L2 Being a tourist is 
·
18 On tlw difficulties ofinle111ationalcommerce see FELDSTEIN DE cAJ:U"")ENAS Sam, Conlmtor ]nkrJim.YO!ta<'~ Abeledo-Perrot, 
Buenos ll.ircs, 1995, p 60 ff al!J MOURA RAMOS Rui ?vbnuel, ~ndSOARES ]\.fariai\ngclaBenlo, Cot~tmta:; Int:r?taciuMn,Almedilla, 
C01mbm, 1986,p 9 ff SeealsoJADAUD Bemil.rd and PL;\ISN,JTRoberl,DJ"m/du Cotmmn-eln!trnaicom:!,Dallo<:, P:u1s, 1991, p.1 
European Co1nrnission, C"uia de! c"NJtUtr.tdureuropeo m ei men:ado 1imco, Corlllsl6n Europe~, Bn1xel!ts, 1995, p. 15 and 16 
See on rhe vulnembility of the consumer, LIMA Ml\RQUES, Claudia, Gm!mto.r /!0 C!d1go de Difesa do Con.,7mwkr, 4th.ed , Ed 
lU: &lo ntu\o, 2002, p. 140 ti 
A Supremo Tnbunal Federal precedent doe~ not qualify as of consumer nature, transil.ctions of importation of raw m:JJerial 
between two traders, SentenraFishwwm" Conie.<rariNN° 5 847 ·1, decided on 01.12.1999,Judge Mauricio Con·b. See our comments, 
togetherv/!th Eduardo TURKIENICZ, Comentirios ~to uc6rdiio do STF no caso Tt•ka vs.l>.iglon: em defesa da teo ria 6.nulists 
de interprell\~iio do art. 2" do CDC, lZmsta Dimdo d~ Commmdor; v 36 (2000), p 221 ff 
<2 A ran: exception would be the timeshne contract or multi-pmperty, which is a long-lasting relation; Se!?' on the subject the 
Bmzilia!l scholar, TEPEDINO Gustavo, Nfu!t<propned!2a'elmabt!;dril2, Saraiv~,Siio Panlo, 1993 
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a punctual seasonal phenomenon; to buy through e-commerce software or a book in Bra;.;il 
from a Californian supplier is also an isolated and discontinuous act. The rules of intemational 
trade, and private intemationallaw rules in general, are built on the basis of continuity and 
confidence, which results from the growth of trade relations between tlw same partners. 
In commercial transactions primary protection goes to the seller. The one who sells 
or ships to a distant country a property of his own without much warranty and knowledge 
of his client is looking for protection. In international consumer contracts this priority is 
inverted. 
Other characteristics of intemational consumer tnmsactions are their standardization 
and small value. Nowadays, international consumer contracting is a mass-like phenomenon, 
when considering, for instance, seasonal tourism, timeshare, package holidays and mass 
transports.43 But each individual transaction will have a relatively small value. This makes 
both the contract negotiation process and the settlement of disputes quite theoretical, as the 
consumer would have to undertake exaggerated expenses to (try to) enter into discussions 
with the supplier or to bring into a complaint. 
Also, in international consumer contracts, rc-execution or to repeat performance in 
case ofbreach of contract will be very difficult. In case of tourism, tore-perform an excursion, 
to recover days of holidays or the comfoti_ of a hotel in a distant country are an almost 
impossible task. Rc-exccution in distance contracts may entail additional costs for the buyer, 
such as sending the product back and time waste. 
Finally, emphasis should be given to the fact that there is a strong political-economic 
component in consumer protection-orientated rules. An exporting country, such as Germwy, 
which maintains a high level of consumer protection and shows major concem for the 
quality of its products, will find greater interna1ional accept<mce. If a tourist country, such as 
Brazil, increases the level of tourist protection and makes redress easier, it ensures better 
tourist conditions and favors the development of this important sector of economy. In 
other words, rules of consumer law do foster the international competitiveness of national 
markets, as well as they contribute to the creation of an intemal market with fair competition 
and to the achievement of governmental policies. 4/. 
Europe~n scholars underlme since lhe 80's and, sprcially in the 90's, that mass tourism is one of the most g-,rowing economic 
sectors m the Europcm1 Union ilmi that consumer protection is needed even :>.s a. competition h:atmoniz:ing :i11stmment, s~e, 
for all, LETE AC:HlRICAJavier, E! CotJ!mt1 de M.ulhpmpnedady Ia Pmkcc-i6n dekt,tms-umidore;, Ed Cedec, Barcelona, 1997, p. 32-
.14 
ln th!S seme also GHERSI Ci~tlos 1\lberto, RazonesyjttndantmtD;para /a mkgma611 rrcgwna!, m· Merm.rur. Prnpectna,- desdeel dendN 
pmado, Gherst (Coord.), 199.\p 30 ff 
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B. On the need for a specific set of private international law rules on consumer 
protection. 
Brazilian legal scholars consider private international law as "the science which aims 
to regulate private intemational relations" or "private relations in intcmational society".~4'· In 
this paper, we will admit the limitation of the scope of private international law as proposed 
by the Italian and Ge1man legal scho1ars 4", and consider as private internat:ion0law the mles, 
statutes, case law development and principles, which tend to choose the law applicable to 
cases with connection to more than one legill system (choice oflaw). 
1. Private international law as a factor of regional harmony and choice of law 
rules in consumer transactions 
The relev(Ulce of the theory of post-modem private international law put fmward by 
Erik J ayme, to whom private international law is an_ instrlllnent of lunmony and peace in 
today's global relations, must be emphasizcd. 46 PosHnodern private intemationallaw would 
be able to balance and reflect at the same time the conflicting social and economic forces of 
our times, i.e. post-modern individualism <Uld exacerbated cultural identity, at one hand 
<md, on the other, d1e inesistible fOrce towards approximation and economic regionalization, 
supranational integration and global trade. 
Consumer protection appears in this context as a "social nest" or an escape mechanism 
of the post-modern conflicts, because it represents the legal warranty of a minimal standard 
of safety and guality of serv-ices and products, being national or imported, which are exchanged 
in today's open markets. It also represents, from a political point of view, a compromise 
with nutrket fairness. Socially, it seeks to establish a bal;uKe between the principle of party 
autonomy and the promotion of human rights. 4-/ 
As teaches Jayme~8 , private intemationallaw is one of the fields most sensitive to 
social, political and legal changes in this century: choice oflaw rules \vill enable the parties to 
avoid ideological conflicts and nega1ive evaluations of 11ational foreign laws, while maintaining 
the pace of intemariona1 trade and economic Uberalism. Private intcmationallaw rules must 
tend to minimize the tisks of radical or unacceptable solutions being applied by the courts 
or arbitrators of one particular country. They should also fulfill the limits of lex mertatotia by 
establishing international standards of warranty and protection for weaker parties, thus 
preventing that any legal gap be filled by metms of a new radical national territorialism. 
~ The first definition is given by FULGENCTO T1to, SfnkJhlie Dmct-D IntemacwM!Prnado, Ed Freit!ts Baslos,Rio de Jll.Hriro, 1937. 
p 5, and the second expression 15 used by BEVlLAQUA Clovis, f'nne<j>Ws Ekmmran:s de Du---edo Interrmciumri?liwck, Ed. H1stonca, 
Rw de J~lletro, 1988, p.11 
KEGEL, Gethard,Tnternationaies Prn·atncht, 6.Aufl, Beck, Mu1uque, 1987, p 3, !(ROPHOLLER,JQH,lnlerm:;iwnaiEJ Hn>1it<'c/,t, 
J C B.Jv[olu, TUbingeu, 1990, p. 1; ·mt-:Bi\R, ChristiMI.,Inierna/toi!<llN Pnruln"cht-vol.II,BT, Beck, 1-iullich, 1991, P- l 
In this sense, the beauhful words of j/1.Ylv!E, Cours, p 56ft 
J-'WME, Co;m·, P- -19 
Seeji\'DA£, Coun,p 129 ff 
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It is interesting to notice that countries have always reached consensus on the need 
for setting up, through mandatory rules or voluntary ones (wft /aiJ)), the bases of intcmarional 
sales of goods and services between traders or professionals. There has not been so far a 
similar conccm for drafting and developing private international law rules to achieve consumer 
protection in international sales of goods and services. 49 Despite the draft of Hague 
Convention in 1980 and the Rome European Convention, the subject has been scarcely 
debated in /vnerica. 50 
One explanation for such a failure can be that developed countries already possess 
legal mechanisms in their private international law system sufficient for the application of 
their own consumer protection rules, assuring in this way an effective protection of their 
nationals also in international consumer tnmsactions. The consumer protection system 
existing at national level is held as being mandatory ("lois d'ordre p14bli(1' , 5: "!oiJ de po!ice'M). 
At the same time, there is no great interest or need by these countries for extending 
this stune high standard of proteclion to consumers outside the country or the region, such 
as to consutners in developing countries. Then the idea grows within developing countries 
that a high standard of consumer protection would represent a barrier to free trade~3 • /\]so, 
local industries of developing countries are not encouraged to invest in the development of 
an adequate international standard of consumer protection, though this would help these 
industries exportjng their products and services <md participating more actively (and 
competitively) to the international market 
Tbc task of reverting this picture is a matter of international politics. Nevertheless 
law can contribute by fulfil.ling this gap in the most neutral and less conflictive manner, 
which is the use of private international law, while proposing choice of law rules with a clear 
substantive goaP"' (and not neutral one) 5\ i.e. to protect consumers. 
See on the subject ARRJGHI J e:an Michel, L:a Proteccion de los ConsUJ.nJ(lores y el:i\-Iercosur, Rmda Drmto do Conrunud!P~ S~o 
Paulo, v. 2 (1992),p- 126 ff 
In this sense TONJOLLO jrtVLE'f Alberto, La prolecn6n mlerll:l.ClOnal del consmnidor· Retlexiones desde l:a perspect:iv~ del 
Dcred10 1ntemaciona1 Pnv~do Argentino l::..eo;dadeDendJodeil'IIermsur. v_ 2,n 6, die. 199B,p. 96, commenting on t:he the H~t';\10 
project. S~e also the me11t:ioned report And projrc:t of VON MEHREN, &PJNrteYp!"car:,r- Lor ap_p!u;ab/e d cf'?!ame.f t~nla aux 
cD!1toi7!J?W!eun; in i\C:le~ etDocuments de !a Qualor<:ii'me >C55!0!l (1996), L II, Ventcs ~tu.xconsommrtteurs, Buenm Penn~ncnl 
de Ia Confheuce de ia f-hye, L~ H:aye, 1982, p 6 ff_ 
"L11e p11bhc: policy exception has a de~r social :H\d protective goal, not only m rl<e Priv~te Incematwnal Law srstem, bul also 
m the countries of the European Cont:inenm.l L:aw system: , BUCHER Andreas, L'ardn pwbl~<· d le bwt s&cwl &; !01,- e" droll 
in0'1wfwntdl"''i, Recueil drs Cour>, 1993, II, t. 239, Nijhoff, Dordrec:ht, 1994, p. 60~69 
Iu thrtradrtion:al defimtionzweu by Pr:ancesbkts and reproduced by BUCHER, op.e1t., p. 39: hws or rules "dont!'ohm"lwil est 
ni,~:smn pour !a ,-,J11P':_~anie de /'u,;gtA111satwn poimqu~. , see .t\rt 7 (2) EU Rom.e Conveutiou of 1980 on 
:applicable law to conlr:lctu:ai obhg:atwns Such rul<>s ue See on rlw J\!:t 18 Swis'i Pnv:ate Intemationa! Lnw 
StMute, BUCHER, op .. :d., p. 39 
See U?v!A M.ARQUES CL\udm, 0 COdigo de Ddcsi! do Consrunidor eo l\{ern;sul, Rm;ta Dmtio do Consmmdw; v. 8, p 43 ff. 
.JAYlvlE E!.)k, in HO:VfMELHOFF !.JAY)..fE/)..fANGOLD (Ed.), BPmmllarkt.Jnt~-natiMdHPmatnt-htund &chtnrYJ'j'£dui!,~(1995), 
p 35), ap·dJUNKER, p. 74,notQ 132 
On the cnsis of inlemation~l !:aw, ,;ee the Course of KEGEL m Hague, apud KISHITl\._-1'-..fi, Yuko, Afa,e<m und die 
Umversrt~rwer!:ag C \'\/inter, H eidelbrrg, 2000, p. 28.3 
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Our proposal is for an updated use of private international law, granting these rules 
with social values that will bring a new oppottunity for the harmony of international relations. 
Our call is for anew "substantive" private international law 56, which would better reflect the 
complex post-modern conflicts now involving human rights and public policy goals 5\ and 
for a more "narrative"58 private international law, which would try at the same time to 
promote harmony of interests~9 and to offer necessary proteciion to the weak:er party in 
today's international markets. 60 
As Ki:opholler states already in 1978 in his famous article about the protection of the 
weaker party through private internationallaw,61 it is necessary that private international law 
tums to a law impregnated with social values. And \Ve believe that it is now time to reassess 
the values of the private international law rules elaborated in OAS with regard to their impact 
on or contribution to the protection of the weaker party. 
It seems perfectly reasonable to work on the definition of connection factors in inter-
_,_i\unerican private intemationaJ law, which would have as a goal the protection of the weah:er 
party (von Hoffman), the guarantee of his fundamental rights (Tayme) and substantive 
justice (Zweigert).62 
North-i\merican private interna1ionallaw scholars stress that the ideal of equality 
has constitutional origins (the Equal Protecfion Clause),63 which brings a limit to private 
intemational law mles: these must not in an unfair manner discriminate, create privileges and 
immunities, but must be reasonable and have a clear social and political basis. 64 \Xle also 
consider that seeking for effective equality between natural persons, the revival of human 
rights in posHnodemitf5, bringing harmony in decisions66 and fair balance between the 
interests ::md rights involved in the consumer relation, are all goals of private international 
law. This would become one additional tool for protecting the weaker party and reaching 
justice in global societies. 
;~;;:~::::~~:~~:~;;,~~;:;:::~:~:~~~~;;.,;::~,':~::::::::1~);;·5, 1'· 17B "Traa';Jw;widMce qf bJJ• Mille.!' such as prethc!abd!l}' ':::~:~; '.:~: :;::;~7.:;;;',;7,;;~::/r:u:brlan/ne pnj'm~Ves, lxm~m; but app/y 
About the Dwb!e c:Oa'!ijg, see JAYJV!E, Cours, P- 36 
We ::tdopl here Jayme's theory on narrative rules 0Al:1v1E, c~mo; p 247), hir,hlighting that any proposal of Intem~t1onal 
Convemion ~nd its officiaJ text has today ~n effect at least11anahve, of showing the problems and pathw~yo, of narmtinggogJs 
~md principks, even1f iis only as m1 impirntion, even if these rules 110Ver conw into force, lls l'fforts, such as tlle ones of the 
Hague Drat-Convention of 1930, show the exisknce of needs and force the sertrcb- national, regJOnal or univers,ll- of 
solutions .. On the ne~d forintemalional consumer protection see the studies of VON HOFFMAN ~ndKROPHOLLER, in 
America, of BOGGl/u'-l0,2more recenl.ly BR6CKERru1d TONIOLLO m Europe 
SeeMDLLERfiriedrich, Dwt~t.o-Lmguagem-Vwlf!m,,, Ed. Sergio F::tbris, PNto i\legre, 1995, p. 17 ff_ See HABERlv!AS JUrgen, 
L.-egdm;at;mr C"rim,Beacon Press, Boston, 1999,p, 68 ff 
On the need for doctnnAl studws taking position, see ARR1GHI_j.M., oj'Htt ,p 126-127 
KROPHOLLER,op.,tt, p. 655 
e In this sense, TONIOLLO, o;uit., p. 99 citi11gDe Vischer 
HERZOG Peter E, Crn.rltructonal LmdJ' un Choice rf Lm1·, Recueil de~ Cours, 1992, III, t. 229, Nijhoff, Dordrccht, 1993, p. 285 
id,. P- 287 
JAYME, Coun-,p- 167 ff 
So BOGGL\NO i\ntomo, The Cuntnbutwn rf!be Hague CO!!fen:t!Ce h !be De_;r;fopmentcfPm,aft Inftrnationa! LaJJ'W La!m .rl»!f'f"iai 
Ummrala)' aJJri gem us /o,_,, Ill Recueil de~ Cours, 1992, ii, t 233, Nijhoff, Dodrecht, 1993, P- '1 38 
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It must be noticed that in matters relating to competition there has been a clear 
evolution in private international law. As known, the national rules which protect competition 
on the market place are being given a strong degree of cxtraterritoriality67• Like the European 
treaties,G8 the traditional rule of lex !od delitti mmmissihas being interpreted in a flexible way, 
either as the place of wrongful conduct, or as the place of impact or relevant market; and in 
complex torts cases the place of the company's decision-makinghas started to be considcred.m 
One additional comment is that in times of post-modern fragmentation, the rules 
of private intemationallaw must focus only on a few subject matters :c. Private intemational 
law rules regarding consumer protection must be flexible enough so that the principle of 
consumer best protection be materialized and privile,bTC at the same time regional values and 
economic integration (or approximation), allowing each market to, in a certain \Vay, decide 
what is best for its consumers.~' 
111is fragmentation and flexibility will be assessed hereunder with regard to two 
matters, in which national consumer protection rules will always prove to be insufficient, 
and for which therefore the unification of private intemationallaw rules 72 wi11 be most 
relevant, also to create greater security, predictability and harmony i11 interna1ional trade: the 
protection of the tourist :mel the protection of the consumer entering into international 
distance trade, namely through electronic means. 
2. Current connection factors and their inadequacy for consumer protection 
Krophollern teaches that it is necessary to draft specific choice of law mles for the 
protection of consumers, because the current connection factors (party autonomy, characteristic 
performance, domicile of the offeror) are based on the balance of powers existing between 
businessmen or enteq1riscs. If it is allowed for the parties to choose freely the law which is 
to govern the contract, in mass contracts the professional will choose his law or the law of a 
so-called "paradise-forum". Other connection factors could be the place of perfmmance, 
usually the place where the typical or characteristic perfonnance is rendered, or the place of the 
contract conclusion, 1hus connecting the contract to the legal system of the professional 
offeror's country. In consumer contracts, such a balance of powers does not exist. 
So concludes, examming S 98, 2,1 Gemwn G\VB, ]'v[ARTINEK JVfichael, Das mtu·iialw"aie KmTn'!pnmtrechi, Verlag Recht unci 
\'X-'irtschil.ft, Heidelberg, 1987, P- 94 
So C."'.SELLA P~ulo I3oJ:\)~, C:mrumdade Europita e sm OniemnNIIto }udd;m, Slo Paulo, Ltr, 1994, p 430 
?vLA,RTINEK, o_p td, p 96 
See jJ\l1vlE, Cm<rs, p 44, ilbotJt the so-cillled "mHen~h7,at1on of conflict of hw rules" or the "A.mem·ru1 revolution" on conflict 
ofbw 
Sec Jll.'{l'v!E, 
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As reminded by J ayme, the current period is one of prevalence of substantive la\v 
rules in international cases, reducing the importance of traditional intemational procedure7~ 
and self-determination by the individual (Se!b.rtbeJtimmuniJ in substantive law7\ new 
teclmiques in intemational conventions pay more respect to cultural and level of development 
differences, local mandatory rules,'" and human ti.ghts possibly involved in each case77. This 
lc(lds to the prevalence of the usual residence of the consumer as connecling criterion to 
determine the applicable law in electronic BuJineJJ-to-Comumer transactions and also to 
dctem1inc the competentcourt. 78 
In my opinion, to achieve substantive goals through private international law rules 
does not pose a methodological problem in the Inter-.American private international aw of 
d1e OAS. According to many authors, there is a certain tr(ldition of "territorialism" in Latin 
i\merica79 and also in the C'nited States, there being a clear preference for the application of 
the /ex.fOn·. This easy practice of having the lexfori applied every time a consumer relation is 
dealt with or considered as a matter of public policy (ordre public] is well-known. 
Neverd1eless thls expedient is no longer opporttme or sufficient81 1"11e territorial criterion 
is not opportune, for it does not promote the intemat.ional harmony of decisions, increasing 
tensions between intemational trade (seeking for more and more uniformity through the /ex 
mertatotia) and domestic or regional legal systems. Tt can also leave consumers unprotected, and 
create a "second class" of consumers in developing countries. Sometimes the law of another 
country can provide more ti.ghts to the consruner than domestic la\v.52 The territorial criterion 
is not sufficient, for it always leaves categoti.es of national consumers (tourists, consumers 
buying at distance) unprotected. T11is of course will hamper the development ofB2C electronic 
commerce, the growing of which depends on a clear consumer confidence. The consumer who 
enters into contracts intemationally by phone, cable or intemet, cannot be confident if he does 
not have a precise knowledge of which law is applicable to d1is relation, which are his rights and 
level of protection, and which :is the competent forum .. 
In th1s sense .JAl.'1v[E Enk, z;,;,;;:::.::~;;;;::/~; Das 1\.olimo!!."red.H zll"!sr&en J'o;imoden;e ;md Ftd·,msm!IJ: 111 fPR.ilX.-Pr~x!s des 
Intem~I.!Onalcn Pnvat- llnd ~ 2000, p. 169, reminding that the first Europe~n rules were entirely devoted to 
Jlltisdiction 
JAYiv::E,JPRAX2000.p 170 
1n this senseJAY!v!E, l?RAX2000,p. 168 
1n th!s sense JAY ME, IPRAX2000, p. 171, nllnl)czingGcmwn c~ses nbour tlw TSchernobyl disaster, in wh:ch d1e "offense phce" 
was considered the German territory where the "md.:llion cloud" caused dnmr<gt:'s, wbch must be compr;ns~tml by the 
Rnssi:m company a.nd, also, the cases of eleclromc conunerce, m which are being considerl'd as competent the courts of the 
p!Bce of "d,stributwn" of inform:1tion by the Internet, so, from tlw plan: where the consumer rs 
JAY1vfE,JPR.AX2000,p 171 
See also on the different polittcal ,md legalmtluences tor t..lte typical territorialis1n of pnvate international law of the Latin 
in fulbels Z 50 (1986), p. 475 See abo C""ontmtos htV"Iiar."!N!au Autammna da Vi:wtcule Merco.w! e C..""am,M(Oe,r 
fnlanwirmrm: 2. ed ,Ed Renovar,Rio de .Janeiro, 2000. p 145 ff. 
In tbs sensr RICHlvlAN W!llinmi\I. :md REYNOLDS \"XIIlhnm L., i..J~rde-,sfm,dwg C""arotf,dojLAii'J- 2. ed., "l"imes i\firror Books, US/\., 
1995,p 230 
In this sense as well KROPHOLLER a;;.nt, p 635 
So ren:unds BOGGI./1 .... ~0 .. Antonio, Tn!ernatwnal StandtJd Cmi/n!ds, Recueil des Cours, 1981, I, t. 170, Nijhoil Dordredll, 1982,p 
138, c~lling for the ~tpphcnwn ofllw l~w most hvomble to the consumer 
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Examining the Draft of the Hague Convention of 1980 and the 1994 CIDIP IV of 
Mexico, the Argentinctm scholar Boggitmd3 suggests the use for consumer protection of a 
rule of limited party autonomy: the parties' choice of law would only prevail if choice is 
made of the law most favorable to the consumer; otherwise the law of the consumer's 
habitual residence would govern the transaction. Furthem~ore, mandatory and public policy 
rules would prevail as general limitations to the parties' autonomy (-Art. 1208, Civil Code of 
ll.rgentina).8" 
The Europetm experience indicates preference for mandatory rules (Art. 7, Rome 
Convcntion)85 and limited parties' autonomy. The European lJnion, normally open to 
party autonomy, has chosen to provide to its own consumers minimum protection 
standards. 86 
i\s ::-Jeuhaus said, party autonomy and freedom of the parties to choose the law of 
contract, lose their sense, if they become an instrument of abuse and dominant power by 
the stronger against the weaker. 87 The approach that advocates for party autonomy gives 
precedence to the parties' choice of law in determining the law applicable to contracts, even if, 
because of govcmmental interests and public policy concems, this choice remains very hmited.88 
Neuhaus89 proposes the following solution: if the parties have substantive party autonomy 
or equal bargaining powers, there may be party autonomy in private intemational law; 
however, if the parties do not have true substantive autonomy, because one party is structurally 
stronger (such as a professional supplier who drafts and determines 99% of international 
consumer contracts) ~md the otherweal;::cr (such as a person who usually concludes national 
contracts and rarely enters into international transactions), party autonomy cannot be a 
proper connecting factor, as it will encourage the choice of the most favorable law by and to 
the benefit of the stronger party onl;,~ 
See, for all,BOGGiii..L"'-'0, lilhls text TheC~nh<imlftan, ap.at_. P- 138 and 139 
BOGGJ.r\NO, 137 
:~c~rr~~~C~"rr~rr~'~''~"~io~e~>o~l~"~~~~:~:~~~~:~;~;'~~~::l~~~::~:;:];,t:,:~~~:~~~f1; "~::;:;:::~;;;:;,::,':~;;;;;,;;~~~;~;~;; regard ,·hail be t! 2. ,'\Lf!m~~ w thzr Camcn!JOl! sha!in:fl'ncttheaj:f)!mlmn 
if !!Jc ru!eJ of the "' a .C2/ua/'Q" 11.-here t!J'!Y an mandalo!]' !aJJ• Mhm1i.re f~Dpk:-ahie to the ton/met'' 
90
' On tlus subject see BROCKER l\-hrwn. Fr9nkfttrt Ill)) Mmn, 1998, p 
107. Accordmg to tlas author, the court started to establish this line ofequali1yv:;~!uatwn of thr 11-:ll!onal mles 
of consumer protection mrl of the duty of tolenmce of the European Union m_ember States wll:h regard to the apphcatron 
of "foreign" bw of another country, member of rlw European Umon, in the case Cass1s de D1jon, BROCKER op.,.,t, l 07 
"DLe PmTetat!~?nmmc r-er!urt ih!'fll Smn ebmso ,;•if d!f II!Oimelihchtiuhe Vc?irag:frc·tbeit-, !1'e/il1 ,,!£ zur Heusrhqft des \t,;;ri&Teel 
SdJ!!-'atheren 111m'.", NEUHAUS, O;eGrum/begnjf&daiPR 1962, p 172 apud von HOFFJ\-L\1\i'\i,~;p.dt., p .'i96 
~£ In this sense the Sw1ss hw of 1987; see in gcncml NJSHIT.t\.1\"I, ~;p.cil_. P- 291 ff 
l\"ISHIT ANI, ~;pelf, p 318 6ting Neuhaus: "Nur und iib('rall dorr, wo dtc Hste [m.ateriellred1tlicher Freiheit] bestcht, ist auch 
d1e ZWf;ItC [kolJJSJonsrechtlicher Freiheit] angebr~d11 ." !Neuhaus, D1e C:m!fdbegvt_/ft du TPR, 1962, p 257). 1\lso VON HCFf'Mhl·<1'.J, 
'? <¥/, p. 396, ntingNeuhaus 
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BoggiMo's position in favor of a limited party autonomy designates an open 
connection factor ''in favor'' of the consumer and can be relevant for the evolution of private 
intemationallaw in the Americas. 'l11e inter-American cow1tries already know rules like this 
(jav'or negotii,fawr matn!nonzi,.favor !egitimitatiJ etc). 90 
The difficulty with the rule proposed by Boggiano is tlut the possibility of choice of 
law still remains wide, which shall mean a hard task for the competent judge in verifying 
whether the chosen applicable law is better or not than the orher laws in connection with the 
concerned consumer case. A similar suggestion, but more limited, was made byToniollo in 
Argentina91 : the judge should allow the choice of rl1e law which is the closest to the consumer 
relation, according to the consumer's viewpoint. Of course one should not forget either that 
the larger tl1e possibility of choice by the consumer is, the lesser is the predictability of his 
obligations by the supplier, which may end up in hanning commerce. 
Kropholler already considered, in 1978, determination of the most favorable law to 
the consumer as a very difficult task for the judges, as it would require to compare the 
substantive results of the application of various laws relating to the case.n This is still1he 
case. nowadays. 1he trend towards more harmonized substantive rules does not replace the 
need for specific rules of private intcrnationallaw. 03 This is illustrated by the introduction of 
new rules of private intemationallaw in European Directives, the revision made of the 
Rome Convention of 19809~ and also the recently modified /lrticlc 29 of the Gennan 
EGBGB which proposes a specific mle of consumer protection (Art. 29a EGBGB) when 
foreign laws are chosen by the parties.·;s 
However Boggiano is correct when he states that rigid connection factors provide 
nationals with only an "illusionary safcty"96. 
So t<:'~chc.s KROPHOLLER, JPE, p. 120 to 122 
TONIOLLO, ojJ.af., p 99· "Llls elecciones <L]rem<Ltivas,sOllllll adecu~do instrumenlo de protccci6u desde que pcnnitan deJ~f 
de !ado las legislaciones nwnos fRvorables, promov1endo teleologlas.'' 
KROPHOLLER, op.cz~, p. 657 
In Llm sense also TO?--;"IOLLO, op.t7!, p. 108 
The 1980 Rome Convention wRs modified by EU's mlen,gJ Regcrlation (Reg 44/2000), see JAl'1vfE, TPPAX1999, p 413 md 
in JPP.AX2000, P- 41 iT 
The bw on consumer-dtstance contn:tcts, approved in 13 Apnl 2000, introduced dus new (and pole1mc) art 29a EGBGB_, 
which entered mto force on July 1, 2000 (as reported by TPRAX, 2000, .), p Art 29a ECEGB 
! ,:;;;·;; ~;,::~'::::::~::;:::;;:::,~·:,:: ,;,:,, 
•h;:;;~;:; ;;;;~,;; ;~~.;;;;:·~~:·.::;t;i;;:;::~;';,;;~;;;,;~:,::x~:;;;;;~; ::; ;i~:0~r~2Ji ;·~:;·;'"~a;·"'; ;·;··~·~u;11;o" ~.x"1s "'he,r 1. the cunfract is The at/,ercrmtradiP.gparjy, 
1rhm madestaie,entsorarcepted tbeojfor; hard om idem !be muniYips!!fthe EU or the EE--1; 3_ The Lnron 
2?'-rnred 0· ibe km 
1. Dwuctne 93/1 3/CT3JCi OJf~jJpas"-"rf"~l'riWill, 2.Dmtll-~r 94/47 /CEE' on tmJP-
rhan>(?' .3. D!J--ednr 97 j 7/ CE O!i d;.rfanceconi>-ad; "Official t"xlm. Genm.n, freely trRnslated, pubhshed 111 JPJZAX1999, p. 1.304] VII 
andinBGI3L Ted 1 Nr 28, 29.Jnni.2000,p. 901 
% So BOGGI/u'JO, TheC.",;mtribuihor., p. 13•f. "thr J!luswn of nr;id canfhctrules'' 
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A new Inter--.American Convention can be d1e solution. Rules that aim for consumer 
protection derive from a governmental or public interest and therefore a Convention is 
preferred to a model law. In the consumer area, private and commercial interests should not 
prevail alone, and party autonomy should not be decisive i11 the choice oflaw process 97• The 
private international law system for consumer protection must be mandatory and binding 
for all State Parties adhe1ing to the new CIDIP suggested by the OAS. 
Traditional connection factors, hke the Brazilian rule offawrofferentis, which designates 
the offeror's residence in distance contracts, must be set aside. In consumer contracts, tl1e 
offeror is always the supplier (Art. 30 Brazilian Consumer Protection Act 1990).98 This 
makes the Brazilian rules of Article 9, par. 1 and 2, of the Civil Code of1942 to be overcome.99 
Art. 9(2) provides that the obJjgation resulting from the contract is considered to be concluded 
at the place where the offeror lives, and his law should govern the contract. 
In Quebec, where -'-\rticle 5 of the Rome Convention of 1980 was used as a model, 
Article 3117 of the Code Civil du QuCbcc of 1991 100 sets forth a limited party autonomy, and 
the application of the mandatory rules of the country of residence of the consumer. 101 
1 tis worth reminding here the difficult question of defining the tenn of consumer 
in private international law rules. \\/e agree with Toniollo, when he affirms that the notion of 
consumer in private intemationallaw must be given a wide interpretation "to comprise the 
various siruations 1hat need protection".102 The Rome Convention of 1980 on the applicable 
law to contrachlal obligations, in its _Article 5, dcfmes "contmcts concluded with consumers", 
~1 On the snb1ecrof bcultative Pnv<~.tc Internatioml Law, see the }-kgue Course of DE BOER, op.ctt, P- 235 ff, specially, p. 303 ff_ 
'
8 In tl1e BrazJum case, the CDC or St2ture 8.078/90, expressly deterrnines that the offer 1S always from the supplier or professJoJHLl 
ex 1-'t k,gein ·"'-rts_ 30, 34, 35 illld 48 
~9 The current text of the 1942 Braz.iliru1 C6digo Civil Introduction St.'l.tute '"' '~A.rt 9 
be applwd !be '"" ifck ·"""CJ 
(Jbsermda, 
ronstltufda 
'
00T11e current text is "§.3 Du Contrat de consommation- Art 3117 Le choix par les parties de Ia l01 applicable ~u connat de 
consornmatwn ne peut avorr pour n!sulmr de priver le consommateur de lit protection que h11 ~surent les dispos1L!ons 
imp0mttve,; deJa lot de l'Etat oll ila sa re~ideJlCe oi h conclusion du conlral a Ct<~ pr0c0dCe dru1s ce ltcu, d'uae offre sp.ictale 011 
d'une publtcJtc' et que le ~ctes nCcessillres a sa concluswn y 011t erC accomplis par le consommateur, ou encore, si Ia demande 
de ce demiery a ete re~ue. ll en est de mi'me lorsque le consommateur A ere inc1t€ par son coconrractru1t a se rendre dfllls l\11 
Et~t Ctranget- a fin d'y conclme le contmc En 1'~ bsence di" d€s,gnation par les padws, la loi de la rCs1dence du consonunateur 
est, da11s les mCmes circonstances, applicable au contrat de consomn1at:wn_" 
According to SlQCElROS JosC Lcus, Cor.tnbucwn de !as CIDJP.J_ !!le,!J),,,~/ioddLJod<e Je,,omomoo'Pc,w,lo. :Kill de 
Derecho Intemacional, S0cretRria General, OEJ\., '1987, p 170 W(\S oue of the great contnbutwns of CIDIPS when 
determining that the Inter-.c\merican domicile approached the figure ofustml residence .in vogue in Europe, see ulso CIDIP-
II-1979- Convention about Wltural person's residence See also OPPERTI BADA .. N, TJ;twioAcma! Je!DeredJo Intr-rnafgmaiPmado 
mel S'n-Jema ];Jtfy._A;nmcm!(J lX CUJ:so de Derecho Interm,cional, v. I, SC'crehn~ General, OEA, 1983, n_ 2_7 and ALMEIDA, 
Rinu:do fumalho, il.convem;ao Intemmericana sabre domtdlio d~ pessoas f'isic~s em dimito intermtcion~l privado, in CASELLA, 
Paulo Borb!l.~-.nd l\~-\UJO, Nidw -As Comenpe_r Tnten:unencanarde Dtmfo fnkrna,wnal 
102 TON!OLLO, op.c<!., p. 95 
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as the ones that have as a goal to prmride or supply a person for a use which can be considered 
outside his professional activity". w; A similar definition, both subjective and negative 104, can 
be found in th_e Brussels Convention of 196810s and the Lugano Convention (art. 13), 
which provide for a special system of protection under 1\rticles 14 and 15. 106 
Consumer related features that could be accepted by a majority of countries are the 
concepts of non-proftJJionaiirm, natural person (personal, collective or family use of products 
and services purchased or used), mntractor or final UJef-0'1 and tictim ?[defective products and 
senices. 102 On the other hand, the definition of all victims of defective products as consumers 
is not necessary, as existing conventions, i.e. the The Hague Convention of 1972 on Product 
Liability, do actually provide enough protectjon in private international law with special 
connection factors such as the person suffering damage (victims or consumers). 109 A number 
of other international conventions deal with liability deriving from accidents connected to 
the production chain, and these are taken into consideration by the draft CIDIP on cttastrophic 
accidents and trans-boundary pollution, and therefore should not be mentioned in the new 
CIDIP. 
Here is the legal definitjon of consumer that is suggested in 1he new CIDIP: 
"1. For the purposes of this Convention, mns!4mer mearzs mry nalf4ral person 1vho, in a relation 
IJJith a prr!fossirmal trader and in tramadion.r, contracts and situations got)emed ~y this Cmwention, ads 
for a purpose whidJ tan be regarded as 0!4tside the Jcope of hiJ profLr;siona! attit·i[)'". 
According to Kropholler, the setting-up of special rules on consumer protection in 
international commerce, should follow the following: (1) to respect the application of 
'
03 j..c\Yl\·iE/KOHLER, IPR-Tt.'<'le, p 107 
'"TONTOLLO,r~tCJt, p. 95 
M Bruss~els Co!lV('nrion of27 September 1968 on )Urisdtclion ~nd rhe enforcement of judgements iu civil ::tnd com.mermlimattero 
PAck u~ ~~'"''I""'" '"" '''''':;:;,:; ' ~':;:;';d ~:z:;;::;;::::;;;~;:':2:;::;;:::::;;; :,~::"~;,:;,;;;;::;,;,~;;;;:~ ,, pro.'""""' outnde hts t:Yadeo'"fH?fi:s,-wn, h< dd''"'"'"/ lie ihc Sedw;~_- . ·~ 
Amde 4 mid 5 (5), if it IS: 1 rl t!l/ltradforrhe::aieof§i.oJd.cOii ms!Riimen!rn.1ittem1s; 
2. a con!mdJor a lwn· npa;yabk kY ;ndailmm!I. ,,,r,~,,~J::':'i'~'~fz'~'J~f· ~~:d~:;;;;;~:::~:::~:::~;:~:~'',,,3,'"'''·1i'i"'""'lm'n!,,d 11 rr!n,,fi, 
~,~:~;;;:::;;;;:;,~;;':,:;,;;;;;,';;~;':,;:: bmncb, r1gem)· orotheresmb!,shf'lenl 1!1 om: cj thf 
Con!rading Statq t!Jat party sl·al!, i!1 disputes ansingo;ttrfiht ".terattor! if the bn:l!1ch, a gem; orestahiubmmt, be deemed /o be dommkd Iii thai 
State ThH J Mwn sba/1 not apply to 1-"Mir"rvt; of frat!fj?9tt. 
106 Simih[defmition was included, on 06.29.2000,in LlteGermau Civil Code. "BGB- § 13 Ver!Jrau,·hcr· Verbmurherul;eda Ntifurlr:be 
Person, die em Eechtsge;chaft zu emem ZJI•eck abschlie,c,·(. der !!dtr zhro·ge;1·erbl<ehen noth ,hnr .CfbsmndtgM beny?tcb&J! Tan.;k~lf Z'!!!P"cbnet 
!l·erdm kann. --· (BGB- § 13- ConHlllWr- Consumer1s any natural person, who concludes a leg~! act, whose e11d floe~ not have 
comme[cial connection O[With ius professionAl ~,ctivity. BGB § 13- Consumidor- Consumidore qualquer pessoll. fislca, que 
condui urn neg6cio jur:idico, cuja finaiidade nii:o tem liga~ao comercial ou com sua uliv!drrdc profissionrtl) 
1 "1 '~ So iris in the legal systems of IWy. France, Germany, Engb.nd, Belgnun, as examined in detrul by KLESTA DOSI Laurence, Lo 
status del consmnatore. prospettive d1 dmllo comparno, Rm.rfa dt Dml:fo Cmt~, 6, .1997, p. 669 to 675 About Ll1e repercussion 
of these ideas 111 Ll1e Mercosur countries, see RIVER.Ajulio Cleo<, hnryOTdnnJ, ),)l),yuh"'"'"''"') '''''' J,, m;,~n,w', 
apar!et de Ia Corte de I~.=mbm:go, 11l L L,y, Buenos /\.ires, 1998, p 
"
8 Also BEJ\'JAMIN, op,.,t., p. 500 
109 See REESE, \X'L.M. Explrm~t:ory report, m Actcur dorumtl!lr de .Ia d~11. :3m·uer.fW1!, 2 ~u 21 ocotobre 1972, Conftrence de b. Haye 
de dw.it Intematwnal prlvee, Hague, 1974, p. 252ff 
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m<Uldatory rules (in German, S ondemge!m~gj!Jr ZJPingende ]\lormm), 1 ' 0 (2) to elaborate special 
rules for certain types of contracts or particular matters 111 , (3) to use traditional bilateral 
rules,112 ( 4) to select objective connection factors, and (4) in case of consumer contracts, to 
choose another connection that the one of characteristic perfo1mance,: '-'but give priority tn 
connection factors of the weaker contractual sphere (Recht der Vertrcwphiire deJ ,_\;dnviicheren). 
Hence the parties' intent or the possibility that the law of the contract be chosen by the 
stronger contracting party arc limited1H and further corrections are imposed through public 
policy mles 115 and a loophole clause 116 . 
In d1e convention to be proposed, it seems more adequate to usc the method of the 
Rome Convention of 1980: to give preference to mandatory rules 117 (such as the new Art. 
29a EGBGB), ' 18 to impose an increasingly limited possibility of choice of law, and to 
propose a narrow definition of consumer. 
In order to protect third parties and bystanders, it is suggested to include a rule 
broadening the sphere of application of the protective provisions: 
"2. R~g,arded aJ mnsJJmen are a!ro third parties, J'!Jth as jamzb members of the main mN.rumer 
or other J:y.rtanders, JPho direttfy e!!)qy the .renia:.r and prod!J(tJ cmztraded for; in mntracts gm)emed b· 
thzS C01wention, as final consignee of surh mntractJ' . 
.. And a special definition of the consumer is suggested for travel and timeshare 
contracts: 
"3. In the r"ases of trapef and time.rhare mntractJ, the jo!!OJ.ving are regarded as rvnsumer.r: 
a.the main r:ottiracting par[y or the natural penon !Pho b!!_y.r or qgrees to bf!_y the travel, the 
par:kage holidqy package or the timeJhare for his owtt use; 
'
10 KROPHOLLER,up.d., p. 648 
"' id.,p. 655 
"
2 :d, p 657 and 660 
mid,p 656 
"'id, p 656 
utd., p. 655 
L6!d.,p.657 
nIt is about the Private International L~w technique of identifying some bws or n1t0m~l rule-s, which by lhe1r 1111portancc and 
pubhc policy n~turr, must be followed by all and Ul all pnv~U' rd~rions with strong contacts to that country This rs nstwlly 
known by the Prench e:presswn "lms d'appEcatwn immediate", made popular by the stl.tdies of the Greek professor Francesc~kis 
since 1958, desptte the very sJJmlflr study of the Italian De l\iovR ("norme sost;mzJR!i ,mlohnutale", "nomw di npplicazwne 
necessaria"), d,tted from J 9!19. Tile other French e;\:pression "lois de polwe",ha.s ~lso been mrtde popu\Qr, on ti1is, SCT-lWAl"'DER 
lvo, [_;;ts '"'mediate, Sunderankm~t:/it><,g, /PTZ-Sachm,rtl!fi! unr! emden /iNJ'J;a!Jmen wn der ~(('JJ'U!Jnhdet: _/bkmtpJim.g t/!1 
m;;w;nn;,d;;c PnncnnchhSdm),c)w,,Zuriqc;e, 1975,p.132lo 184 
llB JAYME/KOHLER poilll out 5 consumer directives that have particulu rules of Pnvate IntemnJion:ll Law: 11nfilir tl'rms 
:Pirecti>'e 93/13 /EEC), timeshare (Direclive 9"c/ 47 /EC), dist:ttKe contmcts (Directive 97/7 /EC), warr~ntiM (Directive 1999/ 
44/EC) eleclronic commerce (Direct:JVP 2000 /31), all me11lioned in art. 29n EGBGB;JAThiE/KOT·ILER IPR?: .X1999, p 411 
to 413 An- l9a F3C!3C.:B 
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b. the benifirimies or third parties on behalf qf whom the main contracting party bJ!ys or agrees 
to buy the trav·el, the packt{€t holidqy or the timeshare and those 1vho etljqy the tratJe/, the package holidqy 
or the time.rharefor a length ?f time, tl)en thou,_gh thry are not the main contracting party; 
c. the assignee or the natural per:ron to whom the main contracting parry or the benejidary 
assigns the travel, the pmkage ho!:idqy or the timeJhare .. " 
The following is added to guarantee that the most favorable to the weaker party will 
be followed: 
"4. If the law applicable ly virtue ?f this Com·ention define.r in a 1vider or more jaiJOmb!e manner 
who is to be regarded as a consumer or treats other age11ts as con.rumers, the judge entitled to adjudicate the 
matter mqy take into consideration such an expanded scope qfapplimtion qf this Crmvmtion, as long as 
it iJ morefawrahle to the conJU?JterS interests." 
Kmpholler concludes his analysis by affirmjng that traditional private international 
law mles, as revised, could be used to pmtect the weaker party and that European continental 
private intet:nationallaw could and should include social valucs. 119 
In full agreement with lhis statement and taking into consideration the post-modern 
view of private intcmarionallaw pursuant to the doctrine of Erik J ayme, the need seems 
obvious for a better protection of consumers enteting into international contracts within 
the regional or Inter-AmeriGUl system. This new argumentation in favor of the protection 
of the wcal{er party is a good opportunity to draft an Inter-American Convention about the 
law applicable to some consumer contracts and consumer transactions. 
2. Insufficient consumer protection in Americas' private international law rules and 
general conventions on the sale of goods 
In Mcrcosur, scholars have always warned that, due to the different levels of consumer 
protection at national level among the four member countries, the mle of the law oforit,lin 
could not be an adequate solution, as it would leave unprotected consumers of the addressee 
countries.120 'The option adopted by the Common l'vlarket Group Resolutionn.126/94,121 
approved on 16 December 1994, was in the same direction, thus imposing in all consumer 
contracts the commercialization or destination market rule, i.e. the application of the law of 
the country where the product or service is actually marketed, until the efforts for legislative 
harmonization lead to positive results. 122 
119 KROPHOLLER, ap.,·t!., p. 660, defends dut Pnvale InternaliomU L:~.w udes should absorb th;s social dnltension ofdw we akers' 
prot·ecrion· "D&s IPR Sav,gnyscher Priigungmmmtdie sozw.len Gebote der Zeit in sich auf" 
!Y> See DROMT, ap.dt, p. 365. ·n,:s has alw~ys been STIGLITZ G. proposal, in, !2! deretl10 deia,nsum!dr;renAr;~eJJima )' fli d Merxsrrr, 
published m .1\rgent:ma, 19/5/95 and in Brazil, in: Direito do Consunudor, v. 6, p. 20 
'"
1 MERCOSUR/GMC/RES 133 
122 Re.soluci6n 126/91 GMC/Mercosur-
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If on one hand there is a very clear evolution towards increased consumer protection 
at domestic or national levels, the same cannot be said in tenns of consumer protection 
through private international law. There are few special choice of law rules dealing with 
consumer protection. Nevertheless if national rules on consumer protection in the Inter-
American countries would be considered as mandatory or public policy ones, there would be 
no need for a convention on the matter: the consumer, resident or national of a OAS State, 
would alw11ys be protected by the application of his domestic rules. 
''fhis conclusion is not fully true, though, as it presents t\vo gaps. 
First, it leaves the tourist consumer without protection when this returns to his 
country, for his protection would then require the extraterritoriality of the concemed protective 
laws, \vhose characteristic is exactly to be territorial. The international tourist consumer 
would be protected only when the national judge applies the iexj0n1~3 . It has to be noted, 
however, that most of the connection criteria currently recognized by Inter-American countries 
are either the choia: q( the parties in international contracts, the place of petjhnnance or the 
domidle rifthe offtror124• All these criteria will lead to the application of the foreign law in 
contract relations with national consumers. 
Secondly, it leaves the intcr-_i\_merican consumer without protection, when tl1e 
probable court to hear his demand is in a foreign country, for example, when he contracts at 
dis tancc or by electronic conunerce. Indeed it is very unlikely that mandatory or public policy 
rules from the country of the consumer's residence will be applied by the judge or arbitrator 
of another country, as this was illustrated by numerous studies.125 
'l11is is why it is necessary to define an inter-.l\mcrican consumer protection set of 
ruJes for these hvo sectors, as proposed next. In order to do so, both existing national 
private intemationallaw rules and conventions on intetnational sales of goods effective in 
inter-A.mcrican countries are assessed hereunder. 
""'These cases are vety rare, but rl1ere is already a !Mdm~~ crm in Brazil In a recent dension the Supreme Court of justice held a 
Bmz1lilln bntnch office Eablc fo( tl:w w<trr~nty of a product purchased i11 the United States (d!stnbuted by rl1e he~d office m 
J~-pan ~nd produced possibly in IndonesJa or Chm~), of the Panasonic brand, ill! accordinK ro dw Brnilian Consumer 
Protection Code, considered ''law of immed1ale application" The lW.sp. 63.9:3 1-SP, whose rapporteur was lv!inJHH S9lvio de 
Ftgue1redo, dended on 4 1-Iay 2000, Wllh the followmg abstract: "Can.cumer Lm Obii_~att.on q( the 
ihe oped men, 111 
tlw article Nonnas de prote.;;J.o do comunudor (especialmente, no eletr6nico) ot~und(lS da Uniiio Europem eo 
<exernplo de >U~ sistemati:ca~iio uo C6d:go CJvil1\lemiio de 1:396. Noli cia sobte as pmfundas modificay6es no BGB paraincluir 
a figur2. do consumiclor, in ?.£Hda de Dm:zhPnmda 4 (Siio Paulo), p. 85 ff. 
'"'See tht.t rhc chamctcnsllc pcrfomlil!KC was nol considered 2.11 opportune connecting factor, not even for inclusiou in CIDIP 
V 80 NOoo·r; TAQL:EL\, Mana Blanca, Cot1V(•,nci6n int<:'ramericrula sobte Dcrecho &p!icable a los contralos 1nternacionai<'S, 
mE/ De•nho m!ert@'!Diial pmR3o intemmen,·ano en e! U?nbra! del s1glo XXI, Diego FERNANDEZ JL>l.ROYO (O!K) Ed Eurolex, 
Madrid, 1997,p.104 
l2' Sre 1.979 CfDIP II-Genenl Rules of Choice of Law. l\fleran exhaustrvc~nalysis of Germ~nlawruld case law, we come to the 
conclusion that there is no obhgation to the German JUdge ro rwnil himself of the mandatoty rules of other countnes; only 
the mandatoty nt1es of tl1e European Umon member States must be obseJ:ved, due to art. 7 l 1980 Rome Convention, so 
BECKER, !vhchRel, Zwingcndc_s Eingriihrechtin derUrteilsanerkennung,in Rabe!rZ 60 (1996),p. 737 
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A. Domestic private international law rules to protect consumers in inter-
American countries 
It is interesting to observe that, except for the United States 126 and Canada, there arc 
rare domestic rules of private international Llw which concern specifically the protection of 
consumers in the }\merican countries. 
Private international law in Quebec, ascertained in the Civil Code of 1991, provides 
for several open rules (Art. 3076), the recognition of mandatory rules from other countries 
(Art. 3079), a strict public policy regarding the incompatibility of the resulting effect of the 
application of foreignla\v (j\.rt. 3081) and a general loophole clause (Art 3082).1:'7 It also 
includes a specific rule for consumer contracts (Art. 3117),u.s which does acknowledge the 
parties' intent, but also considers as binding to the court mandatory rules in circumstances 
identical to the ones of J\rticle 5 of the 1980 Rome Convention, and which indicates that in 
case the parties have made no choice, the law of the consutner's residence will apply. The 
Quebec's Civ-11 Code also provides for a specific rule apphcable to accidents involving defective 
products (Art. 3128), according to which the victim (not mentioned the term con.mmetj can 
choose between the law of the country in which the producer has its establishment and the 
law of the country where the product was acquired. 
In l_,atin _America, rl1c Chilean 1855 Civil Code, as modified in 1996, does not contain 
any special rule about consumer protection in pt-ivate international law. m The rules of 
private international law ofl\.Jexico do not mention specifically consumers eitherY0 Both 
the Colombia's "FJstatuto del Consumidor" of 1982 (Decree 3.466 of 2 December 1. 982)?'' 
and A.rticle 20 of the Civil Code of 1873 on the applicable law to contracts, do not mention 
the term of consumer.13;_. Private intemational law of Ecuador,: 33 Costa R.ica,'>' El 
Salvador,:.>s Guatemala,' 36 Nicaragua13', P;mama,13s Peru: 39 and Honduras He- do not have 
special rules regarding consumer protection. 
"-''See 1\rt. 3545 aboutprodudJ lzab!!ifj· and ,c\rt_ 3547 about m~tmduaiob!Zyphmifof the ll<'~W statute of Louisiana, Statute 923 of 1991 
(published full"lextin }PRAX1993, P- 56 ff). m KROPI-IOLLER_)rul, KRl:GERH1lmnr, RIERING \X'ofgang, S1\MTLEBEN 
Jiirgcn, SIEER Kurt,AINiere;:m;o_pai_cdeiPR- Ge.rerze, Max-PLuJ:Ck-Insitut, Hamburg, 1999, p. 1002 ff_ 
m See li'Xl in DOUNGER.Jacob, ~j)(! T!I3DRCIO Carmerl, Vade-Jlecum de [hrci!O Iniernacoorw/Pnwdo, Ed Reno vat, Rw de .Jatwiro. 
199,1, p. 297 "298 
'Y.Sectcxtin DOLINGER, T/;;dehhum, p. 297-208 
nrn ll1is sense KROPI-lOLJ,ERJ~n, KRDGERHilm.ar, RlERlNG \X/ofgang, SA1v1TLEBEN.Jitrgen,SIEHRK.urt, ap.cll., p 17-1 ff 
H T11e refonn process of the Civil Codewao established by a DecreC' of '11 December 1987, reproduced in DOLINGER, T/r1de 
_i\;IE<"I.mr, p. 393 
'"·Published in Emera Dmrto do Cr,;mmudor, v_ 27 (1.998), P- 228-239 
m KROPHOLLERJan, KRGGER 1-Iilm~r, RIElUNG WofK~ng, SAMTLEBEN jtirgc.n, SIEHR KurL cp.t!t., p. 414 
Hi KROPHOLJ ,ER Jilll, !<RUGER Hilmar, IUERING Wofgang, SA'vlTLEBEN .Jtit-gen, SIEHR l0nt, ~p.d!., p. 210 ff_ 
"
4 KROPI-lOLLERJan, KRUGER Hilmar, RIERING Wofgru>g. SMiTI.J.~BE.N jUrgen, SIEHR Kurt, opnt.,p 204 ff. 
ns KROPHOLLERJan, KROGER H1lm,;_r, RlElUNG Wofg~ng, SAMTLEBEN ji1rgen,SIEHR Kurt, op.trt ,p. 228 ff_ 
00
" KROPHOLLER Jan, KRDGERHilm~r, RIERING Woff'_ang, Si\1...1TI,EBEN .Jiirgen, SIEI-IR Kurt, o,b.,.,r., p 268 ff 
'"
1 I<ROPHOLLER}tn, KRUGERHtlmn,IUERIJ\'G Wofgmg,SAMTLEBEN Jlirp;cn, SIEHRKurt, epat,p. 608 ff 
ll~ KROPHOLLERJ~n, KRGGERHilmar,RIERTKG \X.'ofg:ang,SAlvfTLEBEN Ji.irgen, SIEHR Kurt, r;ot;f ,p. 620 ff. 
10° KROPHOLLER.Jan, KRDGERHilmar,RIERINC Wofg~ng,SAMTLEBEN Jiirgen, SIEHR Ktttt, op.cit.,p. 664 ff_ 
1
'
0 KROPHOLLERJan, KRl)GERI-lilmar, RlERlNG Wo(~Srulg, Si\lvlTLEBENJcirgen, SIEHRKurt, op.rit.,p 268 [f_ 
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In Venezuela a general consumer protection statute was adopted in 1995. 141 and a 
new private intemarionallaw statute in 1998, but neither text do mention specifically consumer 
protection issues. Even though, the new Venezuelan statute brings updated provisions on 
the application of national mandatory rules (Art. 10), calls for fair connection rules in concrete 
cases (Art. 1) and brings a rule in favor of the victim in case of accidents or illicit acts, which 
may favor the consumer (Art 32). 1 ~ 2 
In l'vfercosur countries, the situation is not any better. In Paraguay, neither the 
consumer protection statute of 1998, ' 43 nor the Civil Code of 1985 contain special rules for 
international consumer transactions and, in contractual matters, the law of 1he place of 
performance of the obligation is designated as the applicable law (Art 17). 14' 'l11e same in 
Uruguay, which says nothing on the matter in its consumer protection law of 1999, 14 ~ and 
the Civil Code of which (dated 1868 and amended in 1994) also designates the law of the 
place of perfonntmce as the law applicable in contracts (art. 2399). 146 
The Brazilian rules of private intemationalla\v are rigid and old-fashioned ones. They 
do not mention the consumer, and provide for only one general rule about public policy (Art. 
17 LICC/ 42). In contractual matters, despite scholars' efforts_, the dominant rule rem_ains the 
lex loci ce!ebratiom:r (J\rt. 9, LICC/ 42: 'To qualzjy and~€otern the obligatiom; Jha!l be applied the !mv of 
the r:ozmt~'Y in JPhzCh theJe are to~zrluded'') 1 "". 1 • The rule of .Article 9(1) LICC/ 42 imposes a cwnulative 
application of the Brazilian rule as to the form, in case of perfonnance in Brazil. The rule of 
Article 9(2) CCIS/ 42 is used to identify the place of the offer in contracts concluded between 
absent or distant people, such as most of intcmational contracts nowadays. i\ccording to 
J\rticlc 9(2), ''the obf4gati011 ariJin.gjivm the contrad repute.r itJelf mncluded in the place JJ;here the ?ffiror 
re.ridei', hence desit:,-,nating the law of the place of the supplier's residence to govern contracts 
concluded by electronic conunerce with consumers (B2q, or titnesharc contracts. In the case of 
accidents caused by defective products and serv-ices, the applicable rule is also the one stated in 
Art-icle 9, now i.ntetpreted as !ex loti dehCti, i.e. the law of the place where the illicit act was 
petpetrated or the law of the place where the harm and its consequences took place.14B The new 
2002 Brazilian Civil Code has no rule about the subject. 
"Published m R.emto Dwei/o da COncun,'tder, V, 26 (1998), p 307-327 
;''"Scr D~crre 36.511 of 6 August 1998,m KROPHOLLER.Jall, KRl:GERHilmar,JUERI:--.!G \11/'ofgang. S.-\_\fTLEBEN .JUrg<'~l, 
SJEHRKurt, c~tc1l,p 958-995 
"'Ley 1.334 of 27 October 1998, pnblished in T-?.enr!a D,redod'o C'!'!-'mmdor, v. 30 (1999), p 247-255 
"' KROPHOLLERJan, KRUGERHilmn,RlEiU:--.!G Wofgang,Slill1TLEBEN Jiirgen,SIEHR Kmt, ?p-ezr ,p 638 
"'
1 Ley 17 189 of 20 September 1999, pubhshcd in Ruwa Dmdod:7 Canmnm:ior, v. 3.3 (2000), P- 262-270 
'" KROPHOLLERJan, KRUGERI-Itlmu, RlERlNG \X'ofg>1.ng, St\MTLEBEN}Urgen, SIEHR Kurt, .Jpat,p. 910 
w See ARA(JO, 108 On the COiltroversy about p:trty ~utonomy inBraz1l MJ.d 1ll vMious Latiu_Arnencau comtlries, see 
BOGGlili"'fO, 132 ff 
"
8LIMAl'vfA.RQCES, ClaudtaNovos tUlnos do D1retlo Intemaciowil Priv~do qmnto 1\s obriga<;OI;'s resnllantes de ~tos ilicJtos (em 
especial de gc1dcnt1~s dE' tritnstto), ?.nFta dos 7~7bunarJ·, S<lo P~ttlo, v. 629 (m~r/1988), p 72 ff 
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Argentinean scholars have for long proposed special and more protective rules for 
international consumer transactions, especially in standard contracts.149 Argentinean priv<1te 
intemationallaw mles (Arts. 1205 to 1214, Civil Code) contain no special provisions for the 
protection of consumers 1 ~0 . Articles 1206 and 1210 provide for the application of the lex loci 
exetutianes and the !ex loci ce!ebrationeJ, but scholars remind that, according to the traditional 
viewpoint, the first connection factor will usually designate the law of the supplier as the 
applicable one151 The second connection factor refers to the law of the place of"signature" 
of the contract, leading frequently to the application of the J\rgentinean lex fori, leaving 
unprotected the tourist consumer and the one who contracts at distance or by electronic 
means. 152 Scholars propose that the consumer be aHowcd to elect either the '1aw of rl1e place 
of the product purchase", which would be especially important in borl1 cases mentioned, or 
the "consumer's most favorable law"153. In tort matters, the traditional rule is also in Argentina 
the lex loa· delicti (Art 43 of the 1940 1\Jontevideo Treaty), understood as the law from where 
the tort or wrongful act took place (lex loci actus). This tulc has been under severe criticism 
and it has been suggested rl1at, in case of harm caused to the consumer, the law of the 
habitual residence of the one who suffers the damage be used, a solution similar to the 1973 
The Hague Convention.15L Other scholars propose 1hat the consumer-victim could choose 
either the law of the place of residence of the person or enterprise held liable, or the law of 
the place where the product was purchased. m 
\X1hile domestic laws still have severe gaps on this matter, the consumer protection 
issue becomes more and more dealt with in recent private international law doctrinal stuclies'56 
Scholars are practically unanimous on the need for special protection in consumer intcmational 
transactions. Party autonomy is not seen as an appropriate mle when one of the parties is 
weaker, such as in consumer contracts. 157 And proposals are made for the hannonization of 
private intemationallaw rules through :rviercosur158 and other international organisms. i 0'9 
B. Lack of special rules regarding consumerpmtection in general international 
conventions on trade of goods in the inter-American system 
;~o BOGGlA~O, J,rernar:~o;m,; p 55, ~nd T!Je Co!Jin/Jtdi.:;,, p, 134 ff 
' 50 TO~·liOLLO,opr~l,p 98 
'"In this srnse TON!OLLOt, op r;!, p 100 
112 In this sensr n.lsowams TONIOLLO, opc,t,p. 102 
:o;TONlOLLO, opdt., p. 101, 102a.nd 107 
1; 4 TONTOLLO,op.ttt,p 108aw1110 
"'A~ suggested byTON!OLLO, ot'M-,p 110 
"" BOGGIJ\NO, 'i!JeC:Onmbmtlcm,p. U9, TONIOLLO, aptet ,p- 94 ff, LTM/1.MARQUES, Qoludin,Direiros do Consumidorno 
'11en::o~;ul: Algumas sugesl6e.; fi:cn!B aoimpiL«se, Re~-rda.Dimto d'J CMsU?!ildor, sao Paulo, v 32 (1999)_. P- 16 ff. BlULMli.YER,r,t.d., 
p. 17 J, includes a topic not to address consumer protection, but to build a11 analagy to 
dw sovereignty of State whose policws or lltt.crests shAll be protected in Private International Law 
,;, See BOGGii\NO, Inrrn!atmtw~ p 55 ff MdBOGGii\.NO, TheContnburtw11,p_ 138 
clB See TONIOT~LO, o_.t;.cif., p. 97 
1 ~'" BOGGfANO, The Cordnhutwn, p- 138, works with tl1e possibility of a g-eneral m~nifestMJon of a Hague or reg;ional Conference, 
through the OAS 
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Globalization, approximation and integration of markets, and the intemationalization 
of private relations arc among the gre(ltest challenges of today's consumer law. 160 
As expressed by Jean-lVIichel Arrighi, the consmner is the ''protagonista olvidado''. 16' 
Both inter-l\merican Treaties and those dedicated to regional integration, such as the J\LIDI's 
Treaty and AsunciOn Treaty, which created Mercosur in 1991, do not contain the word 
"consumer". 162 Existing international conventions on private international law and 
intcmational civil procedure - Protoco!oJ de Coopemriio }uditia! do MercoJu! wd os TratadoJ de 
Cooperayiio Bilateral- have not focused on the elaboration of special rules for the protection 
of the consumer in the area163 and ihe few projects effectively put f01ward never became 
effective. 16~ 
There is a consensus by Brazilian, Uruguayan and Argentinean scholars on the 
approach that lVIercosur should not be redrafted to include all the questions already settled in 
the CIDIPs, being more useful and relevant to make use of these CIDIPs and their ratification 
by all member countries of Mercosur. 165 
But in none of the CIDIPs signed up to now the n1.atter of consumer protection is 
given any special attention. TI1e main focus is on international trade law in business-to-
business relations, accidents not arising from defective products, protection of minors, 
family and succession law matters, <Uld general rules of private international law and on 
ll1ternational civ1l procedure.1 66 
The Oi\Shas so far prepared CIDIPs about bills of exchange, checks, letters rogatory, 
evidence, power of attorney, commercial companies, arbitral awards, precautionary measures, 
proof and information on foreign law, domicile of natural persons, general rules of private 
ll1temationallaw, adoption of minors, legal persons, jurisdiction, food, international carriage 
of goods by road, return of children, international contracts and traffic of minors. 167 
This gap in the inter-American system deserves a more detailed study. The 1994 
Mexico Convention (CIDlP-\7) on the law applicable to international contracts does not 
even mention the word consJJmer. The Contracting Parties may, when signing and ratifying 
the Convention, and pursuant to express authorization under Article 1 CIDIP-V, "declare the 
mtegorie.r ?f contrarts to which this Cmwentiorz shall not appfy'' (Art. 1, Proposition 4). They may, 
"'"Also MACEDO Jl)NIOR, op,;,t, p, 45 e 53 
'" .t\RRIGHI, of).C'lt, P- 126 
102 /\RRlGHI,;pd! ,p- 126 
"'See SIQUEIROS,op.nr ,p.159 fl 
164 
.An exmnpk of such good efforts is the Protocol ofSm1la1{aria drafted dunng the Summit ofl\-finisters ofJustice ofMercosur 
m 1996. Seeomcon)ll1€!1lS in RmdaDinttodoConmmidar, vol. 32 (1999),p. 16 ff_ 
"
1 Like,vise FERREIR.A. DA SILV~A.., opat, p. 199 and NOOD1; o}'-ctt.,p.134 lilso FERN/\.l'DEZ ARROYO, op.ti!.,p. 49 and 
GHER.SI C~rlos iiJberto and LOVECE Gracicla, C:miratode netrp~ COmpart:irio (ll111eshanH,g) Editorial Universidad, Buenos Ares, 
2000,p. 105 
1
'" On this subject, TJBl:RCIO Caunexl., lll CASELLA/ ARA(JJO, o.Dctt.,p. ~9 ff 
:o'l DREYZIN DE KLOR.·\drima, E! 1\{enusur- Generadordt uno r.lfeu:J. f~entede demcho mftn~m'lmlaipmudo, Eel Zav9lia, Buenos Aires, 
199i,p. 2~2~241 
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for example, declare that CIDTP Vis not applicable to business-to-consumer contracts, but 
this statement is usually forgotten by the States when they ratify the ConvcntionlG8: this is 
sce.n as rega.rdingintemational trade, and there fun: it is taken for granted that tradingin.volving 
consumers is excluded.169 
If Siqueiros' original proposal of expressly excluding contracts concluded with 
consumers had not been suppressed, it would have been bettcr. 170 The fact that CIDIP V 
docs not address t11e matter of consumer contracts is a great opportunity missed, 171 which 
may be recovered only by me am of a new special convention. 'D1en the subject matter would 
be definitely excluded from the scope of application of CIDIP-V 
J.\s a matter of fact, the conncc6on factors chosen by ClDIP-V are more appropriatE', 
to international business-to-business relations: they privilege pa1ty autonomy (/\Jt. 7), remain 
quite flexible (with the possibility to choose anew applicable law other than that to which the 
parties were previously subject, Art. 8), they allow for dipe{'q_f!,e (Art 7) m and include an open 
ended tule (i\rt. 9), which designates as being applicable, when the parties have not chosen 
the law to be applied, the one of the State wid1 which the contract has the doseJt connettion. 1'·" 
C:.~hoicc remains open and wide, without ;my guidance, not even the condition of a "reasonable 
or close connection" to the law chosen by the parties. 174 This has brought some difficulties 
to the ratification of the Convention by BraziL 17 ~ 
It must be emphasized dut the important Rome Convention of 1980, under .Article 
5, introduces into the private international law system of the European Community a 
specialtmiform mle for consumer protection. This convention provides for special priv;1tc 
"
8 ).t[exico and Venezuela chd not usr tlm; dec!ar:ttion to ex dude consumer contmcts, see HEfu"< ,'\NDEZ-BRETON EHgenio, 
J,;,,,,,,,,"';,, H,,,,d,''"''i'"" L"M' def' z,,,'>;Yanmbmwh, Kamr!!irr;n WI! lV!i;XJ['(, uberdm m!f mtenatwMit Vtrtmz,e anwei!Ciban' F:e"·h;, 
m !PR .. /iX, 
'"' Arrid0 5 of the Convenl'ion CIDIP-V reads as follows: '~A.n. 5 Tbis convenuon does not determine rhe law ~pplicable to. a) 
questions llfismg fwm the m~rit~l stab.is of nalctml persons b) contntnual ob!ig!l.tions mlended for snccessiontmttters, 
test:Ullentury questions, !Ulu1tal ~u~ngements o~ Ll-,ose d~.rivl11g from. family rdationship;;; c) o bhg.'ltions derivmg from securittes; 
d) obligations deriving; fwm secunty rr:u1sacrions, e) parties' agreements concerning arbilrfttwn or selection of fon:m, f) 
questions on law of corporations, includmg the eXlstellCe, cnpacity, functton ~nd dissolution of eoJllp~nies m1d legal persons 
in geneml Att_ 6 1'he pro·1riswm of this Convention sh~tll not be itpplicahle to colltrfl.cts whtch h~ve m1tonomous regulal.mns 
in mtemation~l conv<>nLional law in force runong the States Part.ws to tl11s Conventwn" 
'''
0 likewiseNOODT; ''I'd ,p 126 
171 Also-"iOODT; op.,_-!!,p. 132 
:n Convention, ;\rt 7 «Tlw contract slull be £;OVrmed by the law chosen by tlwprrrties such selectiOn m~y relate to the entire 
contract or to p~rt of it)) .1\rt 8· "ll1e p:nties m~y at any time agree chat the contract shitll, in whole or in prt1:t, be subject to 
a law o1l1er than tllllJ to which itw~t~ previously sul.)j(•ct, whetlwt or not that hww~s chosen by the parties, Nevertheless, such 
modificrtlion >hall not. affect the formal validity ot' tb~ ongiml contract nor the rights of third part:es J> 
mArt 9·" If tl1e parties hwe not choseu the applioble law, or tf dwir selectiotl proveo to be ineffective, the contract shall be 
govemed by the lr.w of the St:<te with wluch it has the closest connection. 'l1w Court-w-ill mke into ~ccocmt all objective and 
subjective dements of the comr~ct to detem:une d1e l~w of the SUtte with whKh it h~s lhe closest connection It sh~ll also take 
into :tccount tl1e general principles ofintemation~l corrunc(cial hw recognized byiHWUlil.tlonnl org:anizat:ions Nevertheles~, 
if it pftrt of the contract were separable and it had a closer tie witl1 another State, the Llw of that State could, excepnon~lly, 
apply to ili~t part S<'pitmble fi:omthe contr:Lcc, See details i11 NOODT, op.ctt, p. 94 
17
' Likew1se NOODT, op.clf, P- 94 
'" Llkewise...-\R..A.(lJO,jJ.l88. FERRE1R/\. DASILVA aped ,p. 194 ff,r;OODT,opnl.,p. 9G 
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international law rules for consumer protection now applicable in all25 member States of 
the European Union, member countries of the European Economic .Area 11nd other countries 
like Switzerland. Moreover, Article 2 of the Convention requires that this to be applied by 
the judge also in relation to other countries, i. e. countries rlut are not signatories of the 
Rome Convention, confirming its selfexecutin,g, uniform and universal character. 176. 
The 1994 CIDIP~ V ?vfexico Convention contains no rule similar to .Article 5 of the 
Rome Convention. It is true that Latin-}unerican scholars do consider in an almost 
unanimous \vay 1hat the domestic rules adopted to protect consumers are public policy ones 
and hence would fall under the exception of Article 11m. This reads as follows: "_i\Jo obJtante 
lo pmiJto en !oJ artkulos anten'oreJ, Je apilcardn neceJJan·amente las disposicioms del derecbo de/foro 
cuando tengan carciter inperativ'o. Serda distretidn del foro, cuando !o comzdere pertinente, ap!itar laJ 
dzJpoJtCioneJ zJnperatt"t)as del derecho de otro Est ado am el cual el contrato te;zga rz!tcu!oJ e.ftrechoY. ";;'8 
"''\!tide 11, however, is not enough to guarantee the effective protection of the weak:er 
party for two reasons already mentioned: (1) it leaves the tourist consumer, who always buys 
in an "international" context, without special protection as he will be assured only the 
protection of the law of the country that he visited~ and (2) it leaves the inter-American 
consum.ers with no special protection when they contract at distance or by e-commerce, 
because the mandatory rules of the country of the consumer's residence will be applied with 
"dismidon'' 179 bv the judge of the competent jurisdiction, which will usually d1e one of the 
supplier. 
Therefore, if national rules of consumer protection are most commonly considered 
in the intcr-A,merican countries as being of public policy, the need for a Convention on d1e 
subject is urgent, especially with regard to the growing of distance standard contracts, mass 
tourism and B2C e-commercc in the region. CIDIP-\:more in accordance with the lex 
mertatona, docs not seem adequate and sufficient for protecting consumers in the inter-
American system. 
Finally, it must also be reminded that the major conventions on international 
commerce always sought to exclude from their scope of application the contracts concluded 
with consumers for domestic, family or non-professional use. 180 This is true with the The 
Hague Convention 181 on the law applicable to contracts for the sale of goods of 1986 (Arts. 
170 Likew1se KILLIAN \\!olfgang, Ewrrpm:rhPs if' vtsd;qpmxb!, Beck Verl~g, 1'vfumd1, 1996, p 319 dussifies it as illl. European umform 
Private Inrernaliom\l Lnw. 
m HER:'\LA.NDEZ-BRET6N, IPR-jX1998, JS4, illso reportmg the enforcement of CIDIPV betw~en Mexico and Venezuela in 
14.1.1997,JPR/LY,p 379 
ns OEA/Ser.K/XX1.5, CIDIPV /Doc_ 46/94, voL I eli, 1996,p. 29 
"''OEi\/Scr K/XXl.S, CIDIPV /Doc. 46/94,volle II, 1996,p. 29 
""In this sense H/I.RGAIN, MIHALI, ojwt., p. 506 
13
' It 1s abom ~rl updating of the 1955 Convention S0r on the little ilccepl!tnce of these Conventions an1ong States, bul of its 
s1gniflcative unporlmlc~ ~s (\ kg.:sl:ltJve model, AR.A,_lr}O, opJ:t, p 124 ff 
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2(c) and 5(d)) 182, as well as with the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the 
International Sale of Goods of 1980, known as the Vienna Convention183 (Arts. 2(a) and 
5). 18 ~ This solution was adopted either to prevent conflicts with domestic laws declared to be 
mandatory, 185 or because of too many differences in the respective consumer protection 
systems woddwide. 186 
The hutl1 is tlut the matter was never addressed directly in the conventions that 
unify substantive rules in international trade, nor is it in the model law from UNIDROIT 
or UNCITRAL'87, nor was it the subject of a CIDIP or a The Hague Convention. 188 Only 
the UN Resolutions on consrnner protection (1985 and 1999) have been an inspiring influence 
for national legislators. 
Several American countries are linked by the Vienna Convention o£1980 on sales of 
goodsY9 This Convention made by UNCITR.,>\L is one of the greatest successes in the 
unification of rules in international trade. It focuses entirely on international sales contracts 
between traders and tries to exclude from its scope intemational contracts between consumers 
and product suppliers.19c Nevertheless its application to consumer contracts, although 
exceptional, remains possible. 191 Indeed, Article 2 of the Vienna Convention states that d1e 
Convention «does not appfy to sales: (a) of goodr bought for persona~ family or household use, u1tleH 
the selle1~ at mry time bifOre or at the condusion ?fthe contract! neither knew nor ought to hare kno)})fl 
13
" Art 2: "]1le Convenlion does not apply to c) sales of goods bought for personal, hn:U!y or household use; it does, lwwev~r, 
apply !f the seller at the t>.me of the conclusion of the contract neither knew nor ought to have known that the goods were 
bought for auysuch USeJI Art. 5: \< 1lw Convention does not determme the law applicable to .d) the effect of the si!le in respect 
of any person other than the parties J> 
;s; See on the importilllCP ~ml ~ccc-phllKe of thJs Convention between.'l..!nerican Sttttes, ARAUJO, 127ff. 
'~'. (<Thu Cor,t~nlwn juts no! app(; to ,:1kJ tmlr:.>".' the sdi1:1o,- bifc'"'" e<Nl' roccdwcw" 
Mi.>sm." l'J.soHARGll.IN,MIHALI,opcil,p.507 
:so In this sense HOFFMA.c'\!N, op mt, p. 396, KROPHOLLER, op t!.t,p. 636, BOT A:"-JA, op.cti., p 9, HARGAIN and lv!IHALT,op.cd, 
p. 506, nting the epmion ofLiBLB 
m UNCI1RAL's mod<'ilaw addressing electronic commerce expressly states dut it does not repel my protective prov!sion and 
seems to want to exclude consmner contracts concluded through dtzutnl me:u1s from its applicatwn sphere Arl.J· <\ Amb1to 
de aphcan6n- La pte>ente Ley~ serf.. aplicllble a todo trpo de mfonnaci6n en form~ de m<?saje de datos utihz:<da en el contexto 
de actividades comercii!les. *La f""uenie !g- no de-tV~ta mnguna !iOr:ma pwidi!:a deJtim:w'a a la prvtu:m)n del camumuion> 0~ " Scope of 
applic,.tion- T11is Lllwt applies to any kind of information in dte fonn of a d~ta message used in the context of commercifll 
aniv1ties. * cll1is Law does not override any rule of law intended for l11e of consmners.)' 
!&! See VON MEHREN h.tthur, l...a!l"appltmNe t~rerfam '"OnsMJI&r saler. S"mimwccd Ei"f'!""'iO Ed 
Bureau Pennanent de 1a Conf€rence, ·n1e Hague, 1982, p. 6 
180 Tiw following intcr-Americgn countries had ratified the Convention, until1995, r\rgentina, Chile, Ecuador, Canada, Cubll, 
MeXICO :md United St,;;tes, and signed, V0nezuel11. See SCHLECH11UEl'vi Peter, Intenmtwnafe,- UN-Kaufm:ht,J.C Mohr, Tfibi.ngen, 
1996, p 225-226. For updated ditla, consult ~Y.Ul.uligi.llipl.:~LTrb!_!!:y.Lhi.bkJ.P.Ju;t I F fX IX 1 D.hlml 
Il-l On poss1ble conflicts between the Convention and specii!l statutes, such as on consumer credit or on contmctingcondudcd 
;t\Vay ii:om busnwss pl:c!lllS~S, see WARTEMBERG Konrad \f../, CJSC und d,ut.d;e.r Verbn:wche,-schut:;}"l'tht· Das Ve-rhalinh derOSG 
mrbao!idea zum Verbrl&C. Haustm<fVC tmd PmdHajiG, Nomos Vetlag,Baden-Bllden, 1998. p. 101-104 
m SCHLECHTRIEM, Rdn 23-32, cspeoally p. 19 
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that the goods 1vere bought for Of!J .mch uJe". 197 Such a possible application of this uniform law 
.in relation to contracts concluded by consumers is seen by most scholars as not welcome. :oJ 
One should stress upon that the philosophy itself of this Convention is also to 
exclude international conswner contracts, as a way to efficiently protect consumers in 
intemational commerce. This explains the reluctance of dealing in one single Convention 
with intemational commerce between professionals and intenutional consumer t:ransactjons. 
The legal regime applied to contracts between equals and experts cannot be the same as the 
one 8pphed to contracts in which one party is much weal:er than the other. 
This idea, which is central to the 1980 The Hague Convention, European law and 
domestic consumer protection rules in industrialized countries, is not to be found yet in the 
inter-_i\mcrican space.191' 
3. Conclusion: Draft of an Inter-American Convention of Private International Law 
on the law applicable to some consumer contracts and consumer transactions 
111e European experience of over 40 years of hannonization of substantive ruJ.es 
and ofrulificalion of private intemationallaw rules, Article 2 of the 1980 Vienna Convention, 
the critical assessment made by scholars of existing conventions regarding international 
contracts and the ratio itself of the mle of Article 11 of CIDIP-V lead us to conclude that 
consumer protection is a matter to be excluded from the common system regulating 
intemational trade, both regionally and universally. 
'"The guestion must be approached in the ambit of private international law with 
special connection factors i11 favor of the weaker party. As alt·eady said hereabove, "7/Je partie/ 
autot!Ofl!Y in private international imP getJ semeiess- as )J)e/1 as freedom of ton tracts in substantiw lmv 
if it Jtarts to be an itmrument qf dominance of the Jtronger over the Jl!eaker." 195 
I conclude, therefore, on the need and opportunity today to elaborate a special 
convention by OAS, establishing connection factors and special rules for conswner protection 
in intemational consumer contracts. 
111e draft or proposed text that we would like to submit to further discussions reads 
as follows. 
11
"I-IARGAIN,MU-IAU, ~p.at, P- 506 
"'See !ht:' Emopean schol~rly wri6llgs quoted by W.r\RTEMBERG, op nl., p I 9 
"'See VON MEHRE0:, ~p.<1f, p. 2-J TI1c delillilion of constuneJ: (Art. 2) ~nd the exclusions (Ans 4 and 5) of the pro)exr are today, -
however, not up to d:ue 
"l NEUT-L\US, T),, Gnmdbfgnjft rles !PF~ 1962, p 172 
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Proposal for a CIDIP-VII Inter-american Convention 
I. GENERALPROVISIONS 
Articlf' 1. Definition of consumer 
1. For the purposes of this Convention, consumer means any natural person \vho, 
in a relation with a profe.ssional trader and in transactions, contracts <U1d situations govemed 
by this Convention, acts for a purpose which can be regarded as outside the scope of his 
professional activity. 
2. Regarded as consumers are also third parties, such as frunily members of the main 
consumer or other bystanders, who directly enjoy the services and products contracted for, in 
contracts governed by this Convention, as final consignee of such contracts. 
3. In the case of travel and timeshare (multjpropriedad, multi-property) contracts, 
the following ones are regarded as consumers: 
a. the main contmcting party or the natural person who buys or agrees to buy the 
travel, the package holiday package or the timeshare for his own use; 
b. the beneficiaries or third parties on behalf of whom the tnain contractin.g party 
buys or ag1:ees to buy the travel, the package holiday or the timeshare and those who enjoy 
the travel, the package holiday or the timeshare for a length of time, even though they are not 
the main contracting party; 
c. the assignee or the natural person to whom the tnain contracting party or the 
beneficiary assigns the travel, the package holiday or the timeshare. 
4. If the law applicable by virtue of this Convention defines in a wider or more 
favorable manner who is to be regarded as a consumer or treats other agents as consumers, 
the judbre· entitled to adjudicate the matter may tal<:e into consideration such an expanded 
scope of application of this Convention, as long as it is more favorable to the consumer's 
mterests. 
Ar.tide..2. General contmctual protection 
1. Contracts and transactions involving consumers, especially those contracts 
concluded at a distance by intemct, phone or other methods of telecommunications, when 
the consumer is in his country of domicile, shall be governed by the law of this country or 
by the law most favorable to the consumer. 
TI.1e parties cu1 choose the law, provided that the chosen law is that of the place of 
conclusion of the con1mct, the place of the contract perfoJmruKc, the place of the characteristic 
performance, or the domicile or place of business of the supplier of the products and 
services and that this law is the one most favorable to the consumer. 
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2. To contracts concluded by the consumer when outside of his country of domicile, 
the law chosen by the parties shall apply, provided the chosen law is that of the place of 
conclusion of the contract, the place of performance, or the one of the consumer's domicile. 
ArJ:ide._3. I\Jandat01y rules 
1. Notwithstanding the preceding articles, the mandatory rules of the cmmtry of 
forum shall necessarily apply for the protection of the consumer. 
2. If the conclusion of the contract was preceded by any negotiations or marketing 
by the supplier or its representatives, especially advertising material_, mail, e-mail messages, 
prizes, invitations, maintenance of branch offices or representatives, and other activities 
focused on the supply of products and sen--ices and the creation of a captive customer base 
in the country of the consumer's domicile, this country's mandatory rules shall necessarily 
appl:v for the protection of the consumer, in addition to those of the country exercising 
jurisdiction and to the law applicable to the contract. 
A.r.ti_cl.e__4. Loophole clause 
The law indicated as applicable by virtue of this Convention might not be applicable 
in certain cases, if, considering all the circumstances relevant to the case, the connection with 
the law indicated as applicable is insufficient and the case itself is closely related to ~mother 
law, which is more favorable to the consumer. 
Articli' S. Excluded matters 
This Convention is not concerned with: 
a. transport contracts govcmcd by international conventions; 
h insurance contracts; 
c. contractual obligations expressly excluded from t11.c sphere of application of the 
CIDIP Von intemational contracts; 
d.contracts for international transactions conducted between traders and businessmen; 
e. all other contracts and consumer transactions, as well as the obligations arising 
from them, governed by specific conventions. 
II. SPECIFIC CONTRACTS 
D..rti.ck_6.. Travel and tourism contracts 
1. Individual travel contracts concluded in package or with combined serv1ces, such as 
a tourist group or together with other hotel and/ or tourist services, shall be governed by the 
law of the consumer's place of domicile, if it is also the place of business or branch of the 
travel agency which sold the travel contract, or where the offer was made, or advertjsingor arry 
prior negotiations by the dealer, carrier, agency or its representative occurred. 
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2. In all other cases, to individual travel contracts concluded in package or with 
combined services, such as a tourist group or together with other hotel and/ or tourist 
services, the law of the place where the consumer declares his acceptance of the contract shall 
apply 
3. To travel contracts not governed by international conventions, concluded through 
standard contracts or standard terms, the law of the place where the consumer declares his 
acceptance of the contract shall apply. 
L\t.ticle_l. Timeshare contracts 
1. The consumer protection mandatory mles of the country of physic allocation of 
the leisure and hotel facilities, which rent, lease or sell the right of use in timeshare property, 
when located in States parties to this Convention, apply cumulatively to these contracts in 
favor of the consumers. 
2. Tbe rules of the country where the offer is made, where advertising or any marketing 
activity, such as phone calls, invitations for receptions, meetings, parties, shipment of prizes, 
raffles, all-paid trips or incen rive prognuns, among other business activities, are conducted 
by representatives or owners, organi%ers and mmngers of the timeshare, or where pre-
contracts or contracts for the right of usc/ enjoyment of property are signed, shall be 
interpreted .in favor of the consumer, regarding information, cool.ing~off periods and other 
causes for termination of the contract or pre-contract, as well as the rules relating to the 
content of the contract, payment methods and the possibility of signing credit card receipts 
during this period. 
Proposition de Convention Interamericaine de Droit International Prive (CIDIP) 
sur Ia Loi applicable a certains contrats eta certaines relations de consommation 
I.ltEGLES GENERALES 
Axti_ds! __ L Definition du consommateur 
1. Aux fins de la presente Convention, le consommateur est toute petsonne physique 
qui, face il un professionne1, et dm1s lcs transactions, contrats et situations relevant de la 
prCsente Convention, agit a des fins qui n'entrent pas dans le cadre de son activitC 
professionnelle. 
2. Sont Cgalement considtres consommatcurs les tiers, membres de la famille du 
consommateur principal, ainsl que scs proches, gui jouissent clirectement des services ct des 
produits acquis, dtms les contrats relevant de la prCsente Convention, en tant que destinateurs 
fin aux. 
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3. Dans lcs contrats de voyage et de multipropriCtC, sont considCrCs comme des 
consom1nateurs: 
a. le contractant principal, ou la personne physique qui acquiert ou qui s'engagc ii 
acquCrir lc forfa1t touristique, le billet de voyage ou le service de multipropritte pour ll11 usage 
personnel; 
b. lcs bCntficiaires ou les tiers au titre desguels le contractant principal acquiert ou 
s'engage i acquCrir le forfait touristique, le billet de voyage ou le service de multipropriCtC, 
ainsi que ceux qui en jouissent temporairement, encore qu'ils ne figurent pas commc 
contractants principaux; 
c. le cessionnaire ou la personne physique auxquels le contractant principal ou le 
bCnCficiaire cede ses droits au forfait touristique, au billet de voyage, ou ses droits de 
multipropriCtC_. 
4. Si la loi dCsignCe comme Ctant la loi applicable par la prCsente Convention adopte 
une de£1nition plus large ou plus protectrice du consommateur ou considCre commc tels 
d'autres agents, le juge competent peut prendre en compte ces extensions du champ 
d'apphcation de la prCsente Convention, pour autant que cette extension s'avCre plus favorable 
aux intCrets du consommatcur. 
Art:ide.2. Protection conttactuelle gCnCrale 
1. Les contrats et les transactions avec les consommateurs, spCcialement ccux conclus 
a distance par moyens elcctronigues, par operation de teiCcommunication ou par tCICphone, 
lorsque le consommateur se trouve dans son pays de domicile, sont rCgis par la loi de ce pays 
ou par la loi plus favorable au consommateur, choisie par les parties, tant qu'elle est la loi du 
lieu de la conclusion du contrat, ou cellc du lieu de I' execution du contrat, ou celle de la 
pre station caractCriscique, ou celle du domicile ou du siCgc du foumisscur des produits ou 
des services. 
2. Est appliquee aux contrats conclus par le consommateur lorsqu'il se trouve en 
dehors du pays de son domicile, la loi choisie par les parties, parmi celles du lieu de la 
conclusion du contrat, du lieu de l'exCcution de celui-ci et du lieu du domicile du 
consommateur. 
/\rtic_k_3_. RCgles imperatives 
1. Nonobstant les dispositions des articles precedents, sont necessairement apphguCes 
les rtgles de la loi du pays du for qui prCscntent un caractere impCracif, dans le but de la 
protection du consommateur. 
2. Si la conclusion du contrat a CtC prCcCdCe de toute activitC commerciale ou de 
marketing, par lc foumisseur ou parses reprtsentants, en particulier la publicitC, l'envoi de 
correspondances, les courriers electroniques, les cadeaux, les invitations, le maintien de 
succursales ou de reprCsentants, ainsi que d'autres ac1ivitCs vis ant ala foumiture de produits 
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et de services et 3. I' attraction de clienttJe dans lc pays du domicile du consommateur, sont 
obligatoirement appliqutes les rCgles impCratives de cc dernier pays, en cumul avec celles du 
for et celle applicable au contrat ou 3. la relation de consommation. 
A.rticld. Clause tchappatoire 
0Jonobstant la loi dCsignCc applicable par la prCscntc Convention, a titre cxceptionnel, 
il pourra Ctre fait application de la loi du pays qui prCsente un lien plus Ctroit avec la situation, 
considCrant toutes les circonstances, lorsqu 'elle est plus favorable au consommateur. 
AJ::ticle_S_. Exemptions 
Ne sont pas soumis aux dispositions de la prCsente Convention: 
a.les contrats de transport rCgis par des conventions intcrnationalcs; 
b.les contrats d'assurance; 
c.les obligations contractuelles expressemcnt exdues du champ d'application de la 
CIDIP V sur les contrats intemationaux; 
d. les contrats commerciaux internationaux entre cmnmen;:ants ou professionnels ; 
e. les contrats et relations de consomm.ation, ainsi que les obligations qui en dCcoulcnt, 
n?gis par des conventions spCciales. 
II. CONTRATS SPECIFIQUES 
Article_6_. Contrats de voyage et de tourisme 
1. Les contrats de voyage individuels, conclus a forfait ou avec services combinCs, 
comme groupe touristique ou conjointement avec d'autrcs services hOteliers et/ou 
touristiques, sont rCgis par la loi du lieu du domicile du consommateur, si ce domicile 
colncidc avec le lieu du siege ou de la succursale de l'agence de voyages qui a CtC partie au 
contrat de voyage ou avec le lieu ml. a CtC faite l'offrc, la publicitC, ou tout acte juridique 
prCalable pose par le commen;:ant, le transporteur, l'agence ou ses reprCsentants commerciaax. 
2. Dans les autres cas, s'applique aux contrats de voyage indiv-iduels, conclus a forfait 
ou avec services combines, comme groupe touristique ou conjointement avec d'autrcs services 
hOteliers et/ ou touristiques la loi du lieu oU le consommateur donne son acceptation du 
contrat. 
3. Est appliquee aux contrats de voyage non regis par des conventions intemationales, 
conclus par le biais de contrats d' adhCsion ou de conditions generales, la loi du lieu oU le 
consommateur donne son acceptation du contrat. 
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i\_r:_ticlc_ _ _7. Contrats de multipropriCtC ou <<timeshare» 
1. Les rCgles impCrativcs de protection des consommateurs du pays ml se trouvcnt 
les Ctablissements de loisirs et d'hCbergement en mult.ipropti.CtC, situCs dans les :f~tats 
signataires de la prCscnte Convention, sont appliquCes en cumul aces contrats, au bCnCfice 
des consommateurs. 
2. Les rCglcs du pays oli est rCahsCe l'offre, la publicitC ou toute activitC de marketing, 
telles les opCrations par ttlCphonc, lcs invitations pour rCceptions, rendez~vous, fetes, ]'envoi 
de cadeaux, les primes, l'offre de sCjours ou d'avantages gratuits, entre autres activitCs 
commercialcs n?.alisCes par les reprCsentants ou par les propriCtaires, par les organisateurs et 
les administrateurs de systCmes de multipropriere, ou la signature de prC-cont:rats ou de 
contrats de multipropriCtC ou de droit d'usage d'immeubles, sont interprCtCes en faveur du 
consommateur, a propos de l'informtltion, du droit de repentir et de ses dtlais, des causes de 
resolution du contrtlt ou du prC-contrat, ainsi gue les n~glcs relatives au contenu du contrat, 
aux modes de paiement et ala possibilite de signer des billets de prClCvement de cartes de 
credit pendant cette pCriode. 
